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There’s Movement  
     in the Camp

Analyst & Vertical markets manager
Tel : +33 6 13 40 12 99
Raphael.pinot@cleverdis.com
Raphaël Pinot is a specialist in informa-
tion management on innovations and the 
accompanying changes. He has a degree 
in public relations, lobbying and BtoB 
marketing from the école Supérieure de 
Commerce de Lyon IDRAC [Before joining 
Cleverdis, he took part in the beginning 
of the intranet communication system at 
French railway SNCF and also worked at 
the European R&D center of ST Micro-
electronics]. Since 2001, he has been at 
Cleverdis, where his main role is to keep 
an eye on vertical markets and the ever 
evolving DOOH market.

Raphaël Pinot 

Cleverdis

t is becoming clear today that the worst of the world financial and economical crisis 
is behind us. The undisputable evidence of this lies in the fact that the world’s stock 
exchanges have over the past weeks (August 2009) been experiencing a strong 

comeback, underpinned by better than expected results from a number of companies.
The question which is henceforth essential for senior management and marketing VPs is 
whether, and to what extent, their company should reinvest in a marketing communication 
plan in order to best take advantage of the rebound in markets and to avoid being overtaken 
by a more proactive competitor, and in which supports to invest in. 
In our sector, that of Out Of Home Digital Media, the fourth quarter of 2009 and the begin-
ning of 2010 will take place under the banner of a rebound, as many projects in Europe from 
an end-user perspective have been postponed until now, and advertisers are now ready to 
invest in this medium.
From a market actors’ perspective, it seems also to be the start for big movement, in terms of 
investment in this sector. LG CNS has, for example, decided to intensively support the devel-
opment of their digital signage activities in Europe, and the opening of Sharp’s huge new LCD 
fab in Sakai, Japan (Gen 10) will bring a glut of large area LCD panels into the market thus 
forcing panel prices down, making it even more interesting to create OOH networks. 
In this sense, this 9th edition of the SMARTreport is built to help end-users to manage their 
project, providing all the essential information needed to succeed, including a synopsis of 
pan-European key market players. In addition, for market actors, the SMARTreport remains 
the ideal support to inform potential clients and partners that their company is, and will con-
tinue to be at the forefront of this market sector, at the heart of the rebound. For anyone who 
“misses the train” in this edition, Cleverdis will launch a new edition early January 2010. n

i

About Cleverdis
Cleverdis is renowned in the consumer electronics, hotel and Digital Out of Home industries worldwide  
for the exceptional social/professional network established by our publications (i.e. SMARTreports and IFA daily 
trade show news) and websites. But Cleverdis is also an whole gamut of high added-value services such  
as market intelligence, the realisation of SPECIALreports, video Reports and the hosting or animation of events. 
In the Digital Out Of Home Media business, Cleverdis has, since 2001, been developing links with trade 
associations, market research companies, analysts, and dedicated event organisers (see page 40) in order  
to create the most extensive readership possible for our publications.
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APPLICATIONS

We gather, under  
the title “Digital Out  
of Home Media” 
(DOOH) many digital 
media, whether they  
are situated in public 
areas or within the 
commercial space: 
screens and interactive 
kiosks, but also devices 
that interact with 
mobile telephones and 
other connected devices. 
For communication 
specialists, these media 
constitute tools that  
are as powerful as they 
are efficient, allowing 
for extremely focussed 
adaptation to the 
specifics of any target 
group.   

of Digital  OOH Media  
Applications  and benefits
Window to the digital world
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he essential benefit of these new media, 
knowing how to respond to different 
demands or situations whether they are 
global or local: beyond the global insti-

tutional message, it thus becomes possible to adminis-
trate and distribute specific messages to match a place, 
a public, or even local events, with speed and efficacy 
that were previously unheard of. Certain solutions 
even allow for interaction with the public. 
The principle use of DOOH media is to distribute 
images, texts, sounds, and even scents, in order to 
attract the public’s attention, create an atmosphere, 
transmit a message or incite one to buy. The objective 
is to arouse a reaction, to create a link, for example via 
a touch screen, an application that interacts with 
mobile phones, a loyalty scheme or a virtual sales 
advisor. Another major point of interest in this mode 
of communication is the possibility to run numerous 
messages on the same screen space, for example, pre-
senting an entire range of services or products, as well 
as reducing the volume of paper used, thus reducing 
the cost of message distribution while at the same 
time making its delivery instantaneous. 

Direct Relation to Activity
In this context, the project is directly linked to an acti-
vity, for example when displaying airport flight infor-
mation, meeting times in a corporate or educational 
setting, information concerning the reservation of 
train tickets, the displaying of prices in real time on 
the shelves of a department store, or displaying 
relaxing images in a Spa. In this case, the Return on 
Investment is evident and from a technical point of 
view, IT departments are generally happy to integrate 
this new medium into their system.  

A Marketing/Communication or 
Promotional Tool  
In the commercial setting, DOOH media is an 
increasingly common tool for internal communication 
– distributing information or animating a lobby area. 
In public spaces, DOOH as a service allows for the 
modernisation of a space’s image by making contact 
points more attractive, dynamic and modern, but 
also making waiting times more agreeable, improving 
the customer experience in general. A third advanta-
ge often mentioned by users is that this tool allows 
them to inform, train and give sales tools to their 
employees in direct contact with the public. Finally, at 

Point of Sale, DOOH has a simple objective of 
increasing sales volumes. 
The choice of opting for DOOH media as a communi-
cation tool depends somewhat upon your enterprise 
culture. When a company believes in the complemen-
tary nature of communication supports, the utility of 
this kind of media is easy to justify. For others, the proof 
of the profitability of the investment has to be made in 
a more concrete manner, for example through demons-
trating a reduction in the cost and distribution of 
paper-based advertising and/or faster reactivity as well, 
of course as the impact on sales. 
Until now, most marketing or promotional service 
projects have been justified by the impact on sales, 
always difficult to evaluate in a precise manner. Thus, 
an increasing number of projects are envisaged with 
financing through advertising in order to reduce the 
costs of the system. 

A Medium Generating 
Advertising Revenue 
Among networks open to third parties, one can distin-
guish those run by players for whom running an ad 
network is their main activity, and those run by players 
looking to generate additional revenue, generally desti-
ned to partially or totally cover operating costs.  
This second category of network thus fits initially into 
an operating or communication logic explained abo-
ve, while some have created ad networks via subsidia-
ries, the current trend is towards externalisation to 
several ad agencies in order to increase the chances of 
reaching new advertisers in different segments. 
In the sector of ad agencies, only those specialising in 
digital supports have, until now, have applied them-
selves in this market. Traditional agencies have not 
“converted” with the exception of some major players 
such as JC Décaux and ClearChannel who have been 
becoming increasingly active in the sector over past 
years. Lately local and regional agencies have begun 
to recommend the medium to their clients, arguing 
(rightly) about their strength and affinity. 
While the advertising market is the Holy Grail of 
DOOH, the latter is still in its infant stages in compari-
son to other media, notably including the Internet in 
the digital sphere. It appears however clear that within 
the DOOH sector, the advertising network currently 
represents, with state lotteries, post offices, local com-
merce, supermarkets, and the transport sector, one of 
the main sources of value for the future. n

t
of Digital  OOH Media  

Applications  and benefits
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Eurobank EFG Group  
Rolls-Out Major Network

Improving the Banking 
Experience

Eurobank EFG 
Group is  

a European 
Banking Group 

that is 
dynamically 

developing  
in the countries 
of New Europe. 
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converted for use in the branches, given that the situation 
made this kind of advertising useful. 

Research
To establish whether the system is efficient, pilot research 
has been carried-out within 5 branches from October 
2006. Results were as follows: 
n  Customers realised the existence of the screens 87%.
n  Customers realised the existence of the music 64%.
n  They really liked the existence of the screens 90%.
n  Content is really interesting 75%. 
n  Gave information about EUROBANK new products 
and services 43%.
n  Content is recalled spontaneously 90%.
n The perceived waiting time is decreased/improved, 
branch ambience is improved, transactions are more 
pleasant 92%.
n  Music makes the transactions more pleasant and im-
proves the ‘atmosphere’ inside the branch 75%.   
n  The implementation of the project coincides with the 
profile of Eurobank. It shows that Eurobank is a modern 
and pioneer bank 78%.
n  It is expected that the project will be expanded to all 
Eurobank branches (430) 76%.
(Source: Centrum Research 10/2006)

Success Factors
So what are the keys to success in a project such as this? 
According to Mr Tsompanidis, “It’s important to talk to a 
digital signage expert from the company that imple-
ments such a project and have an experienced supplier. 
It’s also essential to allocate an adequate budget”.  n

urobank EFG Group has total assets of €82.1bn. The 
Group employs  more than 24,000 people and offers its 
products and services both through its network of over 
1,600 branches and points of sale, and through alterna-
tive distribution channels.

The Problem
In the past few years, it had been noticed that waiting 
times in banks had increased to around 15-20 minutes. 
It was essential to find a solution to both entertain and 
inform customers while they wait. This waiting time 
could be used to deliver product and service messages to 
the clients. According to project manager Georgios 
Tsompanidis, “The aim was not to directly increase sales 
but to inform customers about the products and entertain 
them.”

The Solution
A one-stop-shop supplier of hardware, software, content 
and support was called upon to equip branches with a 
DOOH system, and to date 70 branches have been 
equipped, however all branches will eventually become 
part of the network. Content is 60% non-banking and 
40% banking oriented. Management of the system is un-
dertaken by the central marketing office of the bank. An 
annual fee is paid by the bank for sporting and educa-
tional content direct to the supplier, who had pre-negoti-
ated agreements with third party providers. An RSS 
news feed augments the information flow in each 
branch, at a cost of between 250 and 400 euros per 
branch. The global cost for each branch worked out to be 
between 5000 and 7000 euros each. TV advertising was 

APPlicATions in The BAnking secTor
The banking sector is ripe for the 
onset of new digital multimedia 
tools. Indeed, only about 2% of visi-
tors will leave their branch having 
made a purchase. 
While traditional point of sale mar-
keting techniques have fallen short 
of expectations in terms of build-
ing revenue, new multimedia tools 
have produced impressive results 
in rates of recall, levels of engage-
ment and, most important, cus-
tomer enquiries. This is down to, 
in large measure, applications that 

are sensitive to the very unique set 
of circumstances that characterize 
branch visits. For example:
n Branch automation is making 
queues shorter and shorter. Less 
dwell time means less communica-
tions opportunity. Therefore the dy-
namism of moving media can both 
raise recall rates while also further 
reducing customers’ perceptions of 
the wait time.
n Financial service demand is ex-
tremely episodic with only a maxi-
mum of 10% of branch visitors be-

ing in the market for a product at 
any given point in time. More mes-
sages per visit give banks more op-
portunities to engage customers.
But that’s just the beginning. So-
phisticated financial retailers are 
reaching beyond simple digital 
signage applications to engage ef-
fective marketing tactics that make 
the most of each customer visit:
n Referrals by counter staff – a key 
strategy for mining value from cus-
tomer visits – are too often thwart-
ed by the operational constraints, 

such as peak time. In-queue 
attention-grabbers, such as great 
offers-on-demand, help pre-qualify 
customers and save valuable staff 
time.
n In today’s multi-channel world, 
banks are looking for ways to of-
fload sales, in addition to service. 
Digital merchandising items that 
give the customers the option to 
request follow-up (either by card 
swipe or by mobile phone), can 
help start the sales process, with-
out prolonging customers’ visits.
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“We believe the 
in-store digital 
signage system  
can create  
a fashionable, 
high-tech shop 
image to all 
shoppers and 
pedestrians”

i
New In-Store Digital Signage 
Impresses i-mobile Shoppers

Eurobank EFG Group  
Rolls-Out Major Network

-mobile Shop, the biggest mobile phone distributor in 
Thailand, installed CAYIN digital signage system in 28 
selected points of distribution. The company also has 
i-mobile shops in Thailand and distributors in many 
countries in Southeast Asia and South Asia, located 
mostly in department stores with around 30 branches 
in Bangkok and around 50 branches in other prov-
inces. The in-store digital screen network, implement-
ed by DMaSStech (Digital Media and Signage Solution 
Technology) is remotely managed by the head office 
and transmits updated advertisements and brand im-
age via branches instantly.

Objective 
To improve its brand image and promote products 
and services, i-mobile Shop consulted DMaSStech, a 
leading system integrator of digital media and signage 
solution in Thailand, and decided to install in-store dy-
namic digital signage network with CAYIN’s solution 
for better communication with customers, to advertise 
i-mobile’s products and services, to sell advertising ar-
eas to other customers and partners, and to communi-
cate services and messages efficiently to customers 

Solution
DMaSStech installed 28 LCD displays in selected i-
mobile shops. With that, they installed CAYIN SMP-
PRO3, responsible for managing and storing multime-
dia content. The CAYIN CMS-MINI server was 
installed at the head office and centrally controls all the 
SMP players in the shops. The CMS server updates all 
multimedia content and schedules to SMP players in 
each branch via VPN, so that the administrator in the 
head office can easily manage the displays scattered 
around different locations. 

Implementation 
Displays were installed in the shop front, face-out to 
customers outside the window. All content broadcast 
on the digital screens is designed by i-mobile staff spe-
cialised in media and advertising. They also sell adver-
tising spots to other customers and partners.
“We believe the in-store digital signage system can create 
a fashionable, high-tech shop image to all shoppers and 
pedestrians,” said Pichet Suppana, Senior Manager, re-
tail development of i-mobile Shop. “More than a dy-
namic platform to showcase i-mobile’s products and 
services, we look forward to building a digital media for 
our partners and other advertisers who share the same 
idea with us.” n

i-mobile Case Study

DMaSStech 
introduces  

a digital signage 
system in  

28 i-mobile 
shops to great 

success with 
more to look 

forward to  
in the future. 

i-mobile store – interior view 

i-mobile store – exterior view
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“advertisements 
possibly could 
make the system  
a revenue 
generation tool”

a
Using Digital Signage since the 80’s,  
the Technical University of Eindhoven 
tell their story...

t the end of the eighties when the Technical University 
had decided to introduce communications through 
public displays, they were one of the pioneers in the 
area of digital signage, a term that wasn’t even coined 
back then.
The initial version of the system consisted of a teletext 
like application whereby only some lines of text could 
be displayed. Soon this was extended with graphical 
elements and more dynamic content like pictures and 
scrolling text. During the years innumerable features 
have been added to this. Today PADS Professional sup-
ports virtually every type of content, from static text, 
Flash to streaming video and live TV. 

Project Rollout  
40 displays have been placed at strategic positions: at 
entrances, lifts and canteens. The system uses the exist-
ing network of the university. Although this is an open 
network, the security abilities of PADS turn out to be 
more than effective in protecting against attacks from 
hackers.
During the first years the content was looked after de-
partment by department. After that, to get more con-
sistency in content it was decided to run the content 
management from one central location. Now the sys-
tem falls under the responsibility of the central Com-
munication department and the PADS solution offers 
this department an extra medium with immense com-
munication possibilities alongside the website and tra-
ditional print media.

Great for the Reputation 
With more than 100 departments, organizations and as-
sociations within the TU/e the system enjoys an excel-
lent reputation. Content is supplied from all sides, and 
the PADS system is seen as the ideal way to reach the 
3000 employees, 240 lecturers and more than 7000 stu-
dents. Today there is significant use of connecting RSS 
feeds with up-to-date news to the PADS system.
Advertisers too show more and more interest for the sys-
tem. Although the primary objective for the university  
remains informing the audience, advertisements possi-
bly could make the system a revenue generation tool.
For the future the university wants to further utilize the 
possibilities of the PADS system. This can be from 
showing live images of the opening of the academic 
year to showing up-to-date schedule changes. With 
PADS the possibilities are endless. n

Meet The Pioneers

The Technical 
University  

of Eindhoven has, 
since 1994, been 

using PADS 
Professional 

software from 
Net Display 

Systems to inform 
personnel, 

students and 
visitors across the 

entire campus. 
The content 

displayed consists 
of a mix  

of general 
information, 

announcements 
of conferences 

and events, 
student 

association news, 
promotional 
information  

and more.
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managing 
a project 

A DOOH project is composed of many different aspects. On this page  
we aim to give you the check list to help with yours. The principal key to 
success is the cooperation right from the start between technical, construction 
and IT services and mar/com departments and merchandising.  
This cooperation remains vital when it comes to taking account of the issues 
of all those concerned. Finally do not forget to have all the necessary 
materials on hand and to coordinate the work of the service providers. 
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Content:  
n Know your public, their behaviour, their attitudes and 
expectations, depending on the place and time of day.  
n Design and create new content
n Define and create the communication network
n Research an editorial line and different kinds of 
information for the system
n Design or adapt a graphic chart
n Create video or flash animations 
n Produce films and short programmes
n Research and negotiation of external content (wea-
ther, services, news, etc.)
n Conception of programme and advertising schedules 
n Analysis of distribution zones (geographic and 
demographic) and adaptation of programmes and 
ads to suit each zone (zones are generally grouped)
n Adaptation of existing visual content 
n Linking of news feeds (RSS) 
n Creation of bridging links with other sources of content 
(databases, intranet and Internet, other RSS feeds, websi-
tes, etc.) for instant or time-delayed screening.

Technical Aspects
n Screens: What kinds of screens should we use? … 
Video projection, flat screen displays (LCD, Plasma), 
with or without touch technology, indoor or outdoor, 
etc. (see section on displays)? In many cases, you 
should consider a combination of displays, and 
should attempt to be creative in their use where pos-
sible. A great deal of consideration should be taken 
into account as to their placement.
n Players integrated or not within the screen unit? 
Linked by cable or wireless, with or without storage 
capacity? Media players?: There are pros and cons for 
different kinds of “linking” technology – the “glue” 
that puts the visual information together with the 
screens. Wireless technology can be very useful and 
may even be used for HD streaming media today. 

Your Check-List  
  to a Successful 
Project

Managing a Project from A to Z

n Servers: inside or outside your enterprise? Here 
again there are pros and cons for each solution. Your 
enterprise may consider outsourcing the central ser-
ver if your own staff and equipment are not up to the 
task.
n Choice of software to manage all the screens, create 
content and schedule content. A number of software 
specialists now offer suites offering all you may need 
in this respect. The two main ingredients to take into 
account here are simplicity and upgradeability. You 
should not have to send your staff for intensive trai-
ning before being able to operate or update the sys-
tem. Effective management of the screens is essential 
to begin with (remote monitoring to ascertain if the 
devices are operating correctly and the ability to inter-
vene remotely if there is a problem), as is effective 
multi-programme scheduling software for ads and 
programmes, and the easy creation of content. 
n Optimisation of the bandwidth and safety of data. 
Both are important. Data protection is a major issue 
as you are operating a large network. Imagine the 
catastrophe for example if a hacker was able to pirate 
the network of a state lottery company, and to display 
the wrong winning numbers on the screens! 
n Installation, operation and maintenance of systems? 
What part of this will be outsourced and what part 
will be done in-house? Will training be necessary? 
n Financial aspects? Should the project be 100% finan-
ced in-house? In some cases, you may be able to par-
tially or totally fund the installation of your network by 
an advertising based network operator. What other 
sources of revenue may be generated by this medium?  
All benefits, soft and hard, should be considered. 
n What financial solutions are proposed by service 
providers?  Many service providers offer financing 
solutions that will enable you to roll out a system 
immediately and pay it off over time as you begin to 
reap its benefits. This is becoming increasingly popu-
lar in our current tough financial climate. n

Here is a suggested “toolbox” for your DOOH media project.
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Economic and legal   aspects of a project

Any DOOH 
consists  

of material 
components, 
but also “soft” 
components. 

Among the 
latter are two 

key issues that 
are all too often 

neglected to a 
lesser or greater 
extent upstream 
of the project… 

we’re talking 
about the 

economic and 
legal aspects. 

t

“How should  
one structure  
the business end 
of a network in 
order to generate 
advertising 
revenue?”

he question of how a project should be financed is of 
course essential. Even with the spectacular reduction 
in the price of display equipment and the industriali-
sation of technical solutions, the investment costs of a 
major project remain important. Moreover, thanks to 
new graphic production tools inherited from the 
Internet revolution and the automation of the pilo-
ting of content distribution, the cost of managing a 
network has now become much more affordable.  
Projecting into the duration of these management 
costs, and associating this with the initial cost of the 
project, one is able to define the Total Cost of 
Ownership for a DOOH project, in fact the total sum 
that will have to be outlaid. In this indispensable pers-
pective, distributors and brands must find new moda-
lities of cooperation on which to build viable econo-
mic models in a mid to long-term logic. 

Know your business 
model
The following information has kindly been contributed 
by LG CNS - detailing the primary different business 
models that may be applied to a project and how much 
risk/return they offer. How should one structure the 
business end of a network in order to generate advertising 
revenue? We  can probably classify a business model 
under one of the following categories:

Anchor sponsor(s) + local advertising sales 
(minimal risk): this model assumes some large, 
recognizable national and/or international brands 
have guaranteed an annual marketing spend on your 
network for some number of years.  With this secure 
revenue stream, you can now sell additional 
advertising to local businesses to increase your 
revenue potential (recognizing that the anchor 
sponsors probably have some category exclusivities 
you need navigate around in seeking new sponsors).

Local Advertising sales only (high risk): this 
model assumes that the revenue generated by the 
sale of advertising to local businesses is your sole 
source of revenue. While this eliminates the category 
exclusivities invoked by anchor sponsors, revenue 
cannot be guaranteed and is subject to economic 
conditions (how many ad campaigns didn’t get 
launched in 2009)?  In some retail applications, 
however, even this risk can be minimized if each 
retailer has some mandatory spend already 
imbedded in their monthly lease rates.  If they are 
paying for it already, they’ll provide content for your 
network, too!

Corporate Branding (minimal risk): under this 
model, a large, recognizable national and/or 
international brand will create a network solely for 
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Economic and legal   aspects of a project

“All players, 
including  
and particularly 
those managing 
large networks, 
should anticipate 
future regulation 
of the industry.”

the purposes of selling itself and promoting it’s own 
brand image.  In this case, their ROI is usually 
measured only on impressions and is deployed in 
high-rent/high-profile business and tourist areas.  It is 
not uncommon for these networks to also ‘sell time’ 
to their sub-brands and preferred business partners 
to offset their operating costs.

Set reasonable 
expectations
What other media are you competing against?  Struc-
ture a rate card that is realistic and competitive in 
your market demographic.  Identify the competing 
media rates of television, radio, print, Internet, etc. 
and compare your network’s reach and demographic 
accordingly.  Be prepared to justify your rates with 
advertisers who can utilize these other media outlets.  
Don’t assume you can sell every minute of everyday at 
some rate to guarantee your revenue stream. Espe-
cially in the first year of operation before your 
network’s reach is demonstrable, be conservative.

The Legal Stakes 
Most legal counsel dealing with the topic of Digital 
Media agree on underlining the fact that DOOH, whi-

le not having its own veritable legal framework, will fall 
within the same rules as that of communication on the 
Internet. This is the case, as the media is less like televi-
sion, despite the “AV” tag. If that had been the case, 
state authorities would be competent to regulate the 
sector. This would take into account such things as 
quotas for the amount of programmes that must be 
produced in the home country, the length of advertise-
ments, etc. However television is defined as a service of 
public communication by electronic means, destined 
to be received simultaneously by the greater public or 
by a section of the greater public, composed of an 
orderly series of programmes composed of pictures 
and sound. Therefore if we distribute images without 
sound or sound without images, or if the image and 
sound only represent a small section of the informa-
tion viewed on the screen, this may not be considered 
television and the state has no competence to interve-
ne. DOOH also not really being like the Internet either, 
we have a legal vacuum as to the exact specifics (as for 
example, the collection of statistics by camera). All 
players, including and particularly those managing 
large networks, should anticipate future regulation of 
the industry, and ideally, all those involved in the indus-
try should come together to propose solutions. n 



Digital Media Player
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“Digital Signage 
players are  
a kind of set-top 
box - a hybrid 
between a digital 
multimedia 
player and  
a mini network 
computer”

Your technical infrastructure
Consider the needs in terms of communication  
& technical requirements 

When planning a 
project, it is 

essential to create 
a balance 

between your 
functional needs, 

ease of use and 
the return 

expected by your 
marketing 

department.  
This has to be 

matched to  
the technical 

demands of the 
IT service, 

notably in terms 
of bandwidth 

available for the 
network, security 

and ease of 
installation and 

maintenance. 

in order to choose the most 
highly adapted solution, sev-
eral questions must be asked: 
n What type of content should 
be shown on the displays? 
Static information (image and 
text), news feeds, RSS feeds, or 
animated pictures and do we 
plan to run Full HD video?
n How often does the content 
change? Permanently, regularly, 
or rarely?
n Do we want to address content 
differently according to geo-
graphical location, and time? 
n Who is going to update the 
content, various employees, 
one that is trained, or our pro-
vider?

Software, 
Server, 
Player: Create, manage 
and distribute content

Software
The digital signage content management software 
can be a customer-installed solution that runs mainly 
on “premise-based” servers, or is “hosted” software as 
a service (SaaS) that the end user accesses remotely 
through a web browser. SaaS is a model of software 
deployment whereby a provider licenses an applica-
tion to customers for use as a service on demand. 
SaaS software vendors may host the application on 
their own web servers or download the application to 
the consumer device, disabling it after use or after the 
on-demand contract expires. 

Hardware
The information is sent to players, which run the con-
tent. This player can be integrated into the displays or 
in a separate box. The first option is easier for the de-
ployment, the second easier for maintenance costs.

The player can 
be a PC or a thin 
client…

PC Player
Digital Signage players are a kind of 
set-top box - a hybrid between a digi-
tal multimedia player and a mini net-
work computer, but with hardware 
specifically built with the purpose of 
running multimedia for digital sig-
nage. These purpose-built machines 
allow for regular updating using In-
ternet Protocol specific software. 
They are updated from a central serv-
er and store all information on a hard 
disk and/or flash memory. Players 
generally support real-time video, 
playback of image slide show, ticker 
text, video, clock, and date. They may 
support multiple sources for the play-
back of multimedia files, including 

internal hard disk, USB flash disk, and real-time 
video/uni/multi/ broadcast streamed from CMS or 
other supported streaming servers. Some also sup-
port real-time video broadcast (TV) and content 
scheduling. Local content can be added in the form 
of a “ticker”, through which real time messages can 
be run or as “local ad breaks”. 

The pure thin client
A true Thin Client is a screen that accesses data on a 
server and does not physically download the con-
tent, like when you watch pages on Internet. There is 
less functionality and video quality is reduced com-
pared to a PC, but for simple usage, particularly if 
you do not use video, this solution can be very con-
venient, as it cost less, and is less complex and con-
straining for the IT boys. n

managing 
a project 
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thinner screens, improved colour gamut and lower 
energy usage. If you want exceptional black levels and 
contrast, ask for a “direct LED” backlit model with “local 
area dimming” rather than edge-lit. Edge lit models are 
thinner but they cannot rival direct lit models for image 
quality. Indeed direct LED backlit LCD with local area 
dimming rivals plasma for contrast and black levels. 

Plasma The big news this year has been Neo PDP 
by Panasonic. Plasma is good in lower light conditions, 
but the latest models are ultra-thin, and use half the 
energy of previous models for the same light output. 
So plasma can still often be the best solution when 
you want breath-taking video images on a big 
screen. 

Projectors Big news this year in this space is the 
arrival of Epson – world number one projector 
manufacturer – with models ideal for multi-projector 
installations (including the software) – outputting 
5,000 or 7,000 lumens. This will very much add to the 
possibilities of making beautiful visual installations. 

LED LED continues to grow in popularity as prices 
come down and applications become more varied 
(even indoor). 

New technologies OLED is now a commercial 
reality through the fact that Sony is selling 11” OLED 
TVs. In the commercial space it is still some way 
from becoming reality. Expect to see OLED for 
flexible displays in the next three years. n

Incredible solutions available 
through projection  
technology - here, 4 Epson 
projectors are used  
to great effect next  
to highway in Belgium

Panasonic ultra-flat Neo PDP

Add Value Through Original 
Screening Ideas 

Display Technologies

It’s been called 
the “window  
to the digital 

world”.  
The displays 

employed  
in your OOH 
digital media 

project will be  
a live-or-die 

factor in  
its success. 
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“Expect  
to see OLED  
for flexible 
displays in  
the next  
three years”

ule One: Ensure they are reliable. A dead screen 
means you threw all that money into your project just 
to have the final link fail. In some cases (like at airport 
check-in counters) a dead screen means an un-
useable workspace. For this reason, not only should 
the cabling and connectivity be impeccably done, but 
the screen should ideally be “industrial grade”, rather 
than “consumer grade”. Consumer devices are not 
built to operate all day in harsh conditions, and are 
most likely to break down after a short operating life. 
While industrial grade displays are more expensive, 
they ensure better Return on Investment through 
reliability. Industrial grade displays are robust, operate 
in very high or very low temperatures, are dust 
resistant and in many cases have higher quality 
electronics. Some are even vandal-proof. 

Rule Two Use devices adapted to your content and 
placement. That sounds evident, but people 
sometimes still make the mistake of running static 
content on plasma screens, or using LCD to run 
video images in low-light areas where Plasma still 
may be a better choice. 

Main advances in 
Display Technologies 
A number of serious advances have been made in the 
field of display technologies in the past year. 

LCD The main advance here is in the strong onset of 
LED backlighting. You may have seen the ads for “LED 
TV”. In fact this may be confusing, as they are in fact 
simply referring to the backlights in LCD TVs. By using 
LED backlighting, manufacturers are achieving much 
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he general ground swell movement is 
that everything is tending towards web 
standards, from a technology stand-
point as well as the legal, content and 

organisational point of view – for enterprises and 
agencies. It is generally agreed that this will accelerate 
the penetration of DOOh in the media landscape, 
and notably its recognition by the communication 
sector and its interest for media buying houses. 
From a quantitative point of view, the market is still 
progressing strongly, as underlined in the market 
chapter. Other studies are available in various editions 
on line via www.cleverdis.com. The size of networks 
in various Requests for Quotations (RFQ) is also 
remaining high. The average RFQ for mid-sized 
enterprises has passed from 10 to 50 sites equipped in 
2005 to 50 to 250 sites in 2009. The major networks 
such as the lottery companies, post offices and super-
markets have seen record performance levels, with 
the biggest to date being the Française des Jeux 
(French Lottery Company), which has 15,000 sites 

tThe DOOH market is relatively young, 
thus still with very high growth and growth 
potential. It is highly fragmented depending 
upon usage and sectors of activity.  
The same can be said for the offering itself 
in this sector, from a technological point  
of view, where nevertheless some standards 
are starting to appear. 



equipped to date with screens, and an RFQ for a fur-
ther 5,000, and a goal of doubling the inventory in 
coming years. Part of the market remains very diffi-
cult to quantify: that of small networks (up to 10 
screens), but given the activity of AV and IT distribu-
tors in the sector, and the blossoming of digital dis-
plays in shops, bars and restaurants across the conti-
nent, it is easy to see that the sector is booming. 
Several major factors will influence the market over 
the next year: 
n The increase of the Saas models from the web (as 
seen in chapter 2, page 14)
In conjunction with the development of thin client 
solutions enabling lower cost and easy to deploy entry 
& average market solution; 
n the opening of Sharp’s huge new LCD fab in Sakai, 
Japan (Gen 10) will bring a glut of large area LCD 
panels into the market and will force panel prices 
down, making it even more interesting to create OOh 
networks; 
n the onset of lower-priced audience research through 

companies such as Adcentricity (for the moment only 
in the US) with their “Research Lite” product… this 
will reinforce credibility in the sector; 
n the arrival in the market of new screen technologies 
such as direct-view 3D and OLED will create new 
openings for creatively-minded project managers. 
The outdoor LED market is also experiencing relati-
vely buoyant sales. In this issue, we visit Tokyo and 
the hQ of Mitsubishi, (see interview page 28 ) who 
recently installed $40-million worth of LED screens 
at the Dallas Cowboys’ new stadium. Each sideline 
screen is 11,393 square feet, which is bigger than the 
façade of most houses. 
Another strong sign is the commitment of the largest 
electronic players in this field, again underlined by 
the entrance into the European market of LGCNS 
(see interview page 26 )
Exciting news as well as more and more interactivity 
is creeping into solutions, via Bluetooth and other 
means. 
All in all, this is one hell of an exciting market to be in! n

The Digital  
Out of Home  
Media Market

The Future is Bright
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“

”

the arrival  
in the market  
of new screen 
technologies 
such as  
direct-view 3D 
and OLED  
will create  
new openings 
for creatively-
minded project 
managers.
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Figure 1 WW Large Format  
(26”-150”) Commercial Flat Panel 
Display Market; LCD and Plasma
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The industry is even beginning to examine the OOh 
market beyond just the “indoor” portion of OOh, but 
is also now looking to Outdoors, even for “smaller” size 
applications (smaller in this sense meaning when com-
pared to large LED based billboard type displays). 
here-to-fore mainstream technologies such as LCDs 
and Plama were not seen as optimal for outdoor usage 
due to the inherent limitations of their core technology 
in harsh weather environments. Plasma and LCD tech-
nologies have built a solid reputation for indoor appli-
cations like TVs, monitors, notebooks and digital photo 
frames, among others. however, plasma and LCD 
manufacturers are now looking at opportunities af-
forded by digital signage, whether they are used in dis-
plays for bus shelters, outdoor train platforms, or city-
centric way-finding or advertising on street furniture. 
These technologies still have some hurdles to overcome 
such as ruggedness, sunlight readability and weather 
resistance in order to succeed. Successful deployments 
of super-large-scale LED billboards can be seen Source: DisplaySearch Q2’09 Quarterly FPD Public Display Shipment and Forecast Report

Outdoor Market Shows Potential

t
The Impact of World 
Efforts on Digital 
Move Outdoors, 

o some, the growth in the Digital Signage market 
seems inevitable and seems to simply be a matter of 
when.  This belief is held so strongly by many in the 
FPD community that many feel that its progression 
as a market might lead the growth in the LCD industry 
itself and for many, out-of-home usage of flat panel 
displays represents the next major trend in the 
LCD/PDP market.  LCDs used for indoor TV view-
ing, even in big American homes (and even in the 
best of economic conditions), can only be so big.  
Out-of-home advertising and messaging systems 
have typically measured 60-80”+ in diagonal for 
ages and indeed play well to the nature of the fact 
that they have to be viewed by many as opposed to 
being viewed by one (or by 3.4 people – the general 
world wide family average size). Increased 
production in plasma and larger LCD glass 
substrates planned in the near and long term 
seem to be able to help make this vision a reality.  
With LG Display investing in a Gen 8 LCD 
manufacturing facility and Sharp beginning 
production in the world’s largest Gen 10 fabrica-
tion line with Sony now a co-investor in such a 
project, these LCD makers, alongside the top 
industry producer, Samsung, seem ready-willing-
and-able to push this market forward.

Public Display/Digital   Signage Trends

The large-format commercial display 
industry (more popularly known  
as digital signage) segment is one  

of the fastest growing in the flat panel 
display industry. The segment  

is forecast to grow at a 24% compound 
annual growth rate from 2007-2015 
(as shown in Figure 1) and to exceed  

$6 billion in revenue by 2015. 
Despite this, the anticipated growth  

is not without it challenges. 

By Chris Connery

Chris Connery, Vice-President   
PC and Large Format Commercial  
Display Market at DisplaySearch
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to re-think prior conceptions. These technologies allow 
for displays to be “touched” while wearing gloves or 
even from a certain distance, making a digital touch 
display less intimidating. n

“…new techniques  
to make these
displays more robust 
and touch
technologies continue
to improve…”

Figure 2 OOH seen as next phase 
in LCD evolution from  
a production stand-point…

Figure 3 Outdoor usage of LCD  
and Plasma Technologies are now 
being re-considered as all look  
to grow this industry
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2010
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Wide Economic Stimulus 
Signage: LCD & Plasma 
Touch Interfaces

Public Display/Digital   Signage Trends

Digital signage is often associated with digital advertis-
ing, but other applications such as multi-use displays 
for mass transit, emergency response and general in-
formation notification on college campuses and elec-
tronic menu boards may offer even more growth po-
tential in the near term as digital signage advertising 
models continue to develop.  The use of digital displays, 
for information or for advertising, in out-of-home 
markets is on the rise worldwide. Examples of this can 
be seen in the US through efforts with this country’s 
$787 billion ARRA (American Recovery and Reinvest-
ment Act) program.  With an estimated $8.4 billion of 
the stimulus allotted to the Department of Transporta-
tion, for example there is likely to be a significant por-
tion spent on IT, such as electronic public displays/
digital signage. In addition, the need for consumers to 
reduce fuel consumption and pollution means more 
people are leveraging mass transit alternatives in metro 
areas. There are many projects deploying flat panel dis-
plays in public places on the drawing board, for adver-
tising, train schedules, homeland security, subways/
train stations, ferries or bus stops. Other large scale in-
frastructure overhauls are also helping to advance the 
conversion from printed poster boards to electronic 
digital signs. Vancouver, for example, is gearing up for 
the 2010 Winter Olympics with improvements to its 
mass-transit system already underway.
Other new technologies such as touch (a strong initia-
tive for Microsoft in its upcoming Windows 7 release) 
also present some potentially interesting business 
models for out-of-home display usage. Touch interfaces 
have been successful in mobile phones, portable navi-
gation devices, gaming and other applications due to 
the ease-of use and intuitive interfaces they enable. 
While some display vendors have been reluctant to 
allow the public to interact with their technology, new 
techniques to make these displays more robust and 
touch technologies continue to improve, causing many 

throughout many major metropolitan areas across the 
globe, but replacements for the 65-85” 4-sheet to 
6-sheet printed poster boards used for bus shelters have 
been difficult to match in an electronic format that 
works well outdoors using LCD or plasma. Advance-
ments in ruggedization as well as tiling of these displays 
with more seamless integration techniques may now 
make these transitions easier and more affordable.

Growth From Diverse Sources

contact
Tel.: +44 7919 493149 
Email: shawn.feddeler@displaysearch.com 
www.displaysearch.com  
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Meko’s Vision of the OOH 
Digital Media Sector  
in Europe

hile the display side of the business has been consoli-
dating very strongly, with the top two direct view pub-
lic display suppliers now supplying more than half of all 
the dedicated displays, the software and services mar-
kets are still very fragmented. If there was some con-
solidation around particular software platforms, that 
would help to improve the economic efficiency by add-
ing scale and reducing costs, while allowing the devel-
opment of standard tools and software. At the moment, 
it’s not obvious to us, or to those that we talk to in the 
industry that there is a clear candidate.
We’ve recently been wondering if Yahoo! Widgets 
might be a possible contender? Yahoo has developed a 
software platform for TV set makers that allows the 
streaming of video and data directly to a set using rela-
tively simple software based on standards such as XML, 
hTML and Java. That makes it similar in some ways, to 
many of the professional software platforms that are 
being developed for digital signage.
The advantage of the Yahoo! Widget platform is that it 
allows content providers to develop simple applications 
that can run on any supported hardware which could 
mean a TV from one of the top brands. Samsung, Sony 
and LG have all declared some level of support for the 
platform. That means that chip makers will be develop-
ing chips that can handle the platform well, driven by 
the huge scale of the worldwide TV market. 
Just as the large LCDs and PDFs that are being used for 
professional applications would not have been devel-
oped without the scale potential of the TV market, chip 
makers need high volumes to justify the development 
of the kinds of chip that can run this kind of complex 
system. It can cost $60m to $80m to develop a digital 
TV chip, so you need a volume market! The scale of the 
TV market attracts companies such as Intel. Intel is 
helping Yahoo! to develop the platform, partly to make 
its TV chips look more attractive.
That doesn’t mean that TVs will be used for profes-
sional applications. There are a lot of differences be-
tween a display that is designed for intensive use and 
one that is intended for just a few hours per day. Never-
theless it seems feasible to us that the longer term devel-
opment of a platform such as Yahoo!’s Widgets could 
lead to a significant reduction in the cost of developing 
and distributing multimedia content - which is one of 
the main drivers of growth in digital signage. n

Fragmentation a Braking Factor  
in EU Market
By Bob Raikes

Bob Raikes,  Meko’s Principal

While all around the world, there is 
interest and growth in public displays, 

the market for digital signage  
in Europe is not growing as quickly  

as in some other regions because  
of the fragmentation of the market 
into many countries, languages and 

cultural differences. While from Asia 
and the US, Europe may look like  
one market, from inside it is often 
clear that there are many markets.

Yahoo!’s Widget TV 
Platform combines 
video and data on a 
single display
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contact
Tel.: +44 (0)1252 835385
Email: bobr@meko.co.uk 
www.meko.co.uk
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The Convergence of OOH and the Online 
TV sector is coming

It’s All Coming Together

contact
tel: +44 (0) 845 0508419 
Email: fi@streamexchange.tv
www.streamexchange.tv
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Fiona Ryder has over 20 years 
experience in the media, film,  
TV and technology sectors. 
In 2008 she co-founded 
StreamExchange.tv which  
delivers cross platform channel 
creation solutions to the business, 
retail and professional content 
industries.

“With the convergence  
of online TV channels  
and OOH networks,  
clients can now deploy 
branded TV channels 
quickly and cost effectively.”

igital Out of home has long been a sector 
without an industry title. Digital Signage, Screen 
Networks, in-store TV and numerous other titles 
have abounded for years. DOOh is the best term 
we have identified collectively 
and even then it seems to be a 
poor descriptor. I was reflect-
ing earlier this year that pos-
sibly one of the reasons for 
this identity crisis is that in 
truth that it may not be an in-
dustry in its own right. It oc-
cupies a strange camp be-
tween ‘broadcasting’ or rather 
media transmission to pub-
licly located screens and printed media; and now 
the pressure on its continuance as a standalone 
industry is increasing with the rapidly approach-
ing convergence of online and OOh.
Convergence is not a vision of the future. It is al-
ready here. It is no longer necessary to deploy pc 
based hardware to run out of home networks.
Branded TV Channels can now be created online, 
media uploaded in extremely high quality, either 
broadcast live or streamed on demand, managed, 
scheduled, augmented with advertising, calls to 
action, tickers from external RSS feeds, interac-
tive hot spots and distributed wherever compa-
nies want their media to be seen online, in store 
or to mobile networks: and the speed of develop-
ment is accelerating. An internet TV channel run 
from the right operating system can be rapidly 
and cheaply deployed on multiple websites, pro-
viding numerous access points to that media. The 
media stream used to distribute rich media on-
line can now be easily extended offline, just by 
adding a set top box, a screen and plugging it in to 
a DSL line.
This is now a three screen world web, in-store and 
mobile. The operators delivering media and shap-
ing branded rich media networks in each of these 
industries can look upon convergence as a threat 
or a great opportunity.
Personally, I think this is one of the best opportu-
nities that the DOOh sector has seen for a few 
years if businesses move quickly enough to em-
brace it. Inevitably the online TV companies are 
now scrabbling to understand the OOh space 
and of course the same is happening in reverse. 
Some DOOh system operators are already ex-

tending their proposition online. Where I think 
the OOh space has the edge is the knowledge in 
creating and compiling content to encourage 
consumers to make a purchase or remain in-store 

for longer.  Many of the prin-
ciples used to achieve these 
objectives can be applied to 
the online environment; yes 
there are clear differences be-
tween consuming media on 
your own pc to consuming it 
in a public space, but enough 
similarity to give DOOh op-
erators especially those offer-
ing an end to end service an 

edge.  New networks deployed in the OOh space 
have historically been expensive to deploy. With 
the convergence of online TV channels and OOh 
networks, clients can now deploy branded TV 
channels quickly and cost effectively. If the cost of 
the technology removes the barriers to entry and 
increases deployment then this has to be a good 
thing for the industry as a whole. n



Futuresource survey says brand recall 
four times higher in 3D campaigns

3D Digital Out-Of-Home may 
bridge the R&D gap

As the 
development of 
3D technologies 

intensifies, 
opportunities 

within B2B 
applications 

become more 
attractive, with 

digital out of 
home (DOOh) 
systems offering 
an ideal proving 

ground for  
‘no glasses’ 3D 

systems. 

across the planet, vast numbers of static poster sites are 
available for replacement by 3D digital bill-
boards, while theme parks, museums, casi-
nos and flagship retail stores are all prime 
real estate for these new attention-grabbing 
installations. Research indicates that brand 
recall could be as much as four times higher 
in 3D campaigns when compared with their 
2D counterparts, but in order for the poten-
tial to be realised there are serious obstacles 
to overcome, according to a new market re-
port from Futuresource Consulting.
“One of the major issues we’re facing is 
the limited amount of 3D content avail-
able today,” says Mike Fisher, Conver-
gence & New Technologies Consultant at 
Futuresource, “and both the high cost of creation and a 
shortage of trained content designers will remain signifi-
cant barriers to industry growth.
The industry’s crosshairs are firmly fixed on the long-
term view. With mainstream consumer adoption of au-
to-stereoscopic (glassless) technologies at least five years 
away, the B2B market provides first-mover opportuni-
ties for the major CE vendors, allowing them to develop 
revenues, field-test products and build investment in 
their R&D labs with a view to advancing the technology 
primarily for the home market. Our research indicates 
that by 2012 nearly 8% of all B2B panel sales will be 3D, 
rising to 30% by 2015. The real battle will be fought at 
consumer level, and any competitive edge that can be 
gained within the B2B market will hold a vendor in good 
stead for the consumer marketplace.”

Though expanding rapidly, the DOOh market re-
mains a relatively immature industry, with keystone 
developments required in order to build much-needed 
commercial traction.
“Traditionally, innovation within the digital out-of-home 
marketplace has been driven by the niche network own-
ers, while the first tier outdoor agencies have tended to 
adopt a more conservative approach,” says Fisher. “How-
ever, premium consumer brands will start to demand 
integrated 3D campaigns as a core component of their 
promotional mix, necessitating serious investment from 
first tier outdoor agencies. 
Supplier fragmentation, some media agency scepticism 
and the lack of industry-wide metrics for measuring 
passer-by viewing statistics are all significant barriers to 
market development. Couple this with the complex sup-
ply side - in the UK alone there are over 80 different net-
works, with around 60 different network owners – and 
we’re going to see significant issues for media agencies 
seeking to plan and purchase time on a digital network.”
however, many network aggregators such as Booking-
Dooh, Seesaw and Adcentricity are starting to make 
headway in consolidating and aiding niche network 
owners with pitches to media agencies. Moving for-
ward, the DOOh market could skyrocket, fuelled by 
continued fragmentation within the media landscape 
and the increasing impact of PVRs, which allow view-
ers to skip through TV ads. n
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contact
Andy C Watson: +44 1582 500169
Email: andy.watson@futuresource-hq.com 
www.futuresource-consulting.com  
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Digicom research shows penetration and  
effectiveness of digital advertising screens: young  
and upscale audiences especially positively disposed

Improving the Shopping  
Environment

 market  info 

hrough leading international research company GfK, 
Digicom asked a representative UK sample of 1005 
adults whether they had seen digital advertising screens 
in the past year. The results are encouraging, with 77% 
of Londoners claiming they had seen such screens - the 
highest of any region. This is consistent with more 
screens being deployed in the capital. Other high expo-
sure groups were 16-24’s, with 73% having seen such 
screens, those in full time employment (65%) and 
ABC1 adults (61%). There is also a slight male bias.
“Our investment in research shows some interesting find-
ings,” said Digicom executive chairman Tom Goddard. 
“Digital advertising screens are being seen by an attrac-
tive audience: upscale, young, and working full time. 
That’s a demographic that advertisers are falling over 
themselves to reach. What’s more, they are clearly well 
disposed to digital out of home advertising.”
It is certainly not just exposure. Attitudes are very posi-
tive too. For example, 64% of respondents agreed that 
“digital advertising screens can improve a shopping envi-
ronment”. Younger people were especially in favour, 
with 86% of 16-24s agreeing with the statement. Re-
gionally, Scots and Northern Irish were most likely to 
agree. Males (67%) also agreed more.
What is more, there seems to be a further halo effect 
which digital advertising screens bestow on the ad-
vertised brands. Three out of four adults (78%) agreed 
with the statement “digital advertising screens can 
make the advertised brands or products seem attrac-
tive”. An overwhelming 92% of 16-24’s agreed, as did 
82% of 25-24’s. n

Source: GFK/Digicom – May 2009 – n=539 who see digital ad screens

Q2: “I THINK DIGITAL 
ADVERTISING SCREENS  
CAN MAKE THE ADVERTISED 
BRANDS OR PRODUCTS 
SEEM ATTRACTIVE.”

Digicom is reinforcing its position as a leading independent 
digital out of home (DOOh) media sales house  

by commissioning nationwide research into people’s 
exposure to, and reaction to, digital screen advertising. 

Fieldwork was completed in May 2009.
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…Self Service and Digital Signage Solutions

Learn more about Europe’s rapidly growing 

Self Service and Digital Signage industry, 

which could help your company weather 

the economic storm.
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Doing Ad Networks  
the Easy Way 

With an annual audience of more than 2.5 million, the digital networks 
operated by Oladigital in southern Europe (The fitness channel,  
the health channel, the public transportation channel, the cinema 
channel, the golf channel, the hotel, and the university channel)  
have already become a reference in Spain, and the young company 
continues to expand its products and services to the rest of Europe  
with an innovative and successful franchise model available now  
to local advertising corporations and corporate networks.

Has a BBA of the superior school of mana-
gement of Geneva, Switzerland. 
He became 10 years ago a pioneer in the 
Digital signage industry in Central Africa, 
were his company AMG (African Media 
Group) deployed the the first African DS 
network in airports and hotels. With a lar-
ge past experience in deploying financial 
remittance franchise networks, he now 
seeks to put his expertise in this field to 
successfully lunch the world first TV channel 
franchise model.

Jonathan 
Johannesen

chise model allows companies that would like 
to get into this business to do so with proven 
technology and methods, along with quality 
content that we update daily. In this way, our 
franchisees don’t need to employ expensive 
human and technical infrastructures and can 
just focus in the comercial aspects of the busi-
ness (find location partners and advertisers). 
Oladigital produce, transfer, update, install, and 
audit the equipment & necessary programs as 
well as the diffusion of the various channels 
installed with its partners.
Oladigital also brings its supports to its 
franchise partners in terms of business 
development & business models. The 
franchisee represents, sells and distributes 
Oladigital’s services and products suite after a 
market survey has been conducted and 
approved by Oladigital. The franchisees will 
obtain exclusive rights aligned with the spe-
cifics of their network and geographic region. 
The franchisee is paid a percentage on part-
ners monttly fees and of advertising revenues. 
They can also produce local advertising, from 
which they keep 100% of revenue. If hard-
ware & software are necessary to implement 
the network, Oladigital is able to take care of 
all the details, however if they so wish, they 
can also install the network themselves.  n

ich innovative services does your company 
provide?
Jonathan Johannesen: Oladigital installs and 
operates the technology, produces exclusive 
content and adapts it to the image of the 
clients. On the technical side, we have chosen 
to negotiate agreements with the main sup-
pliers in the market, including Scala and Pa-
nasonic. The final package is highly competi-
tive in terms of price but also because we 
make our own servers available for the distri-
bution of the content.  In terms of content, 
our strength is based on our offer of urban 
and corporate narrowcasting channels with 
high quality premium content in association 
with Euronews (the leading news channel 
network in Europe). This brings local, nation-
al and international news, carefully tailored to 
the waiting times of our partners. Oladigital 
and its franchise partners sell the advertising 
space, and the property owner obtains a per-
centage on net advertising sales, and addi-
tionally up to 25% of the overall time of the 
channel to transmit and promote their own 
corporate image, news and promotions. 

Based on this success, you’re now launching a 
franchise model, which is quite innovative in this 
sector. Tell us more. 
JJ: We are looking for advertising agencies and 
sales houses, integrators, etc., that would like to 
become franchise partners in countries speak-
ing English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, 
Portuguese, Russian and Arabic. Our content 
is available in any of these languages. Our fran-

 

Oladigital CEO

A new franchise model for 
digital Out Of Home Networks
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200% Growth in 2008

Since the introduction  
of the Cisco Digital Media System 
(DMS) in late 2006, the company 
has seen tremendous momentum. 
To date, Cisco has over  
1,300 customers worldwide,  
of which over 1,000 are deploying 
their digital signage solution.   
We asked Vice-President  
Thomas Wyatt how Cisco  
has been progressing  
in comparison to the market…

perative.  In many cases we have seen our 
customers deploy IPTV and desktop video 
solutions in addition to their digital signage 
solution. 

Most people in the business are aware of your 
Digital Media System and Creative Services, but 
what other “extras” do you bring to the table? 
TW: Recognizing the criticality of content 
creation, we offer our Academy of Digital 
Signage as a global qualification program that 
teaches media professionals to create and op-
timize content for digital signage.
Due to Cisco’s large install base, partners are 
attracted to write applications for our solu-
tions, which is becoming increasingly impor-
tant in the industry in terms of meeting cus-
tomer’s needs and gaining market share. 
Cisco has developed an extensive technology 
development partner ecosystem to expand 
the possibilities of our customers’ digital sig-
nage deployments. 
With their demand for video growing, along 
with more and more applications and devic-
es, customers’ expectations around video are 
higher. Cisco understands what is required to 
roll out a network that can successfully man-
age video as well as integrate multiple video 
applications.  Cisco’s medianet architecture 
helps reduce the complexity, integrate appli-
cations together, and optimize quality around 
the video experience. n

ndustry analysts report that in 2008 the sig-
nage market grew by approximately 22%. 
Cisco’s growth in the signage market is ex-
ceeding the pace of the industry—in 2008 we 
grew by 200%, and in 2009 we continued to 
pick up market share and grew five times 
faster than the market at 100%.  Based on re-
cent industry analysts’ estimates, Cisco is a 
market leader.  There is great traction across 
many industries: education, financial servic-
es, sports & entertainment, retail, and health-
care, just to name a few. Several different use 
cases are driving customer implementations 
across these markets, including employee 
training, corporate communication, emer-
gency messaging, and advertising. 

What’s the outlook for the next two to three 
years in this business? 
Thomas Wyatt: The industry is moving to-
wards consolidation.  Over the next two years 
there will be fewer vendors, and customers 
will look to build strategic partnerships with 
companies that will help them grow their 
businesses. Through conversations with sev-
eral analysts in the space, we are hearing very 
positive outlooks on growth over the next few 
years.  Digital signage is now becoming more 
of a mainstream technology and organiza-
tions are beginning to see the value and ne-
cessity in the technology versus viewing it just 
as a “nice to have.” As I mentioned before, 
video applications in general are seeing tre-
mendous growth.  As this momentum con-
tinues, organizations will look for ways to 
reach even more stakeholders with video 
content.  The ability to reach consumers, em-
ployees, students, and other stakeholders be-
yond just the immediate location will be im-

Read the whole interview at  
www.cleverdis.com

Cisco Digital Media System Proves 
Massive Growth Potential in Market

contact
David Scutt  
Tel.:+31 (0)20 485 4646 
Email: dscutt@cisco.com  
www.cisco.com/go/dms

Thomas Wyatt is the vice president and 
general manager of the Digital Media Sys-
tems Business Unit and the Media Proces-
sing Business Unit at Cisco. In this capa-
city, Wyatt is responsible for two emerging 
technology businesses with billion dollar 
potential in the exploding digital media 
market. 

Thomas Wyatt 
Cisco

The Dallas Cowboys, a professional American football team, deployed Cisco Stadium Vision, including 2,900 digital signage displays stadium wide.
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LG CNS Offers “One Stop    Shop” Solution

Many factors have to be considered in planning and deploying a 
successful digital signage network. We asked Sungwan hong, Vice 
President of LG CNS to explain what points, to his mind, a project 
leader should take into account when planning a major installation… 

Mr. Sungwan Hong is the VP of LG CNS and 
currently leads Overseas Business Unit. 
Prior to this position, he has been leading 
Enture consulting, a  division of LG CNS 
during the majority of his career. Achieving 
MBA from Miami University, USA, he awar-
ded a PH.D in business administration 
from University of Seoul.S. Korea.

Sungwan Hong

on the frequency of your particular con-
sumer base.  Nothing loses a consumer’s in-
terest level faster than stale, old content that 
hasn’t changed in weeks or months.  Newer 
digital signage solutions can change playlists 
dynamically based on external stimuli, too, 
offsetting this stigma greatly.  Still, an on-
going budget for new content development 
cannot be overstated.  Many content provid-
ers offer annual contracts for content devel-
opment to help fix these costs and force the 
network owner to refresh the content.

How does LG CNS help companies “cover all 
the bases”? 
SH: LG CNS offers a complete line of 
products and systems to deploy wide-scale 
indoor and outdoor digital signage net-
works.  These systems can be used in stadi-
ums, arenas, hotels, retail stores and malls, 
transportation hubs, financial centres, con-
vention and conference centres, racetracks, 
casinos, theme parks, etc., to deliver targeted 
messaging to an ever-changing client demo-
graphic.  Our digital signage software, called 
Network Digital Information Display System 
(NDID), can create custom templates and 
playlists and group any combination of dis-
plays in a network to narrowcast to a target 
audience.  Our digital signage systems can be 

What are the most difficult issues for most 
people planning a digital signage network?  
Sungwan Hong: Plain and simple, the ap-
peal of digital signage to advertisers is the 
reach.  While the content must ultimately 
influence the consumers buying decisions, 
physical coverage of a property is important.  
Locations such as entrances, cash registers, 
pedestrian convergence areas, lobbies, park-
ing facilities, etc. all must have the right 
hardware implemented to reach consumers.  
In designing a network, look at the topogra-
phy of the physical space, analyze traffic 
flow, see what’s drawing people’s attention 
now, create new destinations and traffic flow 
patterns to draw more people and put in the 
amount of displays you need to create an ef-
fective network with the reach advertisers 
will pay for.   
While any digital signage network will live 
or die depending upon advertising revenue, 
broadcasting only advertisements will alien-
ate the target audience (and possibly reduce 
your impressions rating).  Interspersing ad-
vertisements with news, traffic, weather, 
community calendar events, etc. will capture 
people’s interest among ads.  Most surveys 
measuring the effectiveness of digital sig-
nage networks shows this pattern works. It is 
crucial to know the contents’ lifespan based 

Korean Giant Comes to the Aid  
of Digital Signage Project Managers

 

LG CNS

contact
Jae Won Lee - LG CNS Europe B.V.  
Velwezoom15, 1327 AE Almere, The Netherlands 
Tel.:+31 (0) 611512065 
Email: globalmktg@lgcns.com  
www.lgcns.com/en

LG CNS LED in Time Square, New-York

LG Custom Digital Kiosks
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LG CNS Offers “One Stop    Shop” Solution

comprised of any combination of display 
technologies including LCD and Plasma 
systems, projectors, LED display system and 
digital billboards.  
For those with existing networks, we can 
help maximise the ROI by fine tuning the 
technology. 

What makes LG CNS the right company to 
talk to when people are looking for IT service 
providers?
SH: LG CNS is a total solutions provider 
that can engage clients, provide consulting 
services, and deliver applications comprised 
of our own technologies and that of our 
partners. I think what’s also interesting is 
our willingness to help clients with financ-
ing if they have an exciting project for us. We 
can point them into lenders to minimize 
cash outlay and increase operational cash 
flow. I feel that our vast portfolio of solutions 
partners can introduce new, cutting-edge 
technologies to any digital sig nage applica-
tion.  Blue tooth proximity marketing to cell 
phones, RFID tags, and interactive kiosks 
are just some examples of complementary 
technologies we can provide. In short, LG 
CNS is a complete turnkey provider.

In short (that might be difficult) what are your 
company’s main areas of business competency? 
SH: LG CNS is a leading global IT services 
provider delivering comprehensive solu-
tions from consulting to system deployment 
and operation. We offer a host of IT services 
to clients in public, financial, manufacturing, 

services and communication & media 
industry. I feel that our strength lies in our 
value-added IT solutions and services, 
digital media solutions, and intelligent 
“Green” technologies. 

You have some very major clients in various 
IT fields worldwide. What are some of your 
main references?
SH: In the digital display area, LG CNS 
has implemented the world’s biggest out-
door display system at The Fremont Street 
Experience in Las Vegas, an hD real-time 
broadcasting LED board for the Dubai 
World Cup Stadium, and our own large 
digital billboard in Times Square, NY.
 
What does your brand slogan “Beyond 
Promise” really mean?
SH: “Beyond promise” is a slogan which 
symbolizes LG CNS’s strong partnerships. 
This slogan will allow LG CNS’s customers 
to understand that it is a partner with which 
they can continuously progress in the future.  
For example, we are constantly analysing 
and re-analysing our existing client networks 
for a new solution or technology that can 
enhance their network for an upgrade 
opportunity. In general, it means we look 
beyond the scope of work at hand and 
consider the implications of our actions 
down the road.  Our client’s success is our 
success. n

Read the whole interview at  
www.cleverdis.com

“Plain and simple,  
the appeal  
of digital signage  
to advertisers  
is the reach”

Piccadilly Circus, London

LG CNS IT Center  
in Seoul,  

South Korea



Price Pressure,  
    But Market   Resistant
In our efforts to gain market intelligence through constant contacts  
with key manufacturers, Cleverdis Editor-in-Chief Richard Barnes 
recently visited major centres in Asia on a fact-finding tour. In  
a meeting with Takeshi Terada, General Manager – Visual Information 
Systems – Mitsubishi, at the Japanese giant’s hQ near Tokyo central 
station, we asked how the current feeling is in the market… 

Mr Takeshi Terada was the former Product 
Marketing Director of Visual Information 
Systems for Mitsubishi Electric Europe 
B.V. Today, he is responsible for Global 
marketing of Mitsubishi high quality Dis-
play Products.

Takeshi Terada
General Manager 
Visual Information Systems

What do you think will be the main drivers of 
the LED market in the future? Will it be outdoor 
installations or do you think that indoor signage 
will become more important?
TT: historically our LED business has been 
dominated by outdoor installations, espe-
cially sports arenas and I think that sector 
will continue to be the most important for 
Mitsubishi. however, four years ago we de-
cided to really push to expand our indoor 
screen business as well so this is also an im-
portant area for us.

What about prices? Are they falling as in other 
sectors?
TT: Yes unfortunately they are!

What sorts of applications do you see for your 
Ultra High Definition LCD screens?
TT: They are popular in several niche areas 
including medical and mapping, also in re-

Takeshi Terada: Things are a little quiet but 
we are still selling units and the rollout of new 
products is unaffected, but I do think that the 
market will remain sluggish for at least ano-
ther 6 months. Nevertheless, I’m happy to say 
that the LED market is still growing.

Which have been the flagship installations that 
you have been involved in recently?
TT: We installed a huge screen at the ground 
of the Dallas Cowboys, it’s one of the biggest 
we’ve ever made and it hangs over the middle 
of the pitch. It looks very impressive. We also 
installed a large screen at the Yankees stadium 
and in Times Square we provided an electro-
nic billboard. In London we installed screens 
in Europe’s largest inner-city shopping com-
plex. We have also put screens in to several 
Japanese baseball stadiums plus to several 
arenas and stadiums in Europe, for instance, 
O2 World and Lanxess Arena.

INDOOr LED DISPLAY - MITSUBISHI HQ IN TOKYO
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Mitsubishi



Price Pressure,  
    But Market   Resistant

mote sensing which is similar to mapping. 
And, even though they don’t need the big-
gest screens, security control rooms often 
choose our screens, clearly having ultra hD 
monitors is important in such places for fa-
cial recognition etc..

How do your industrial grade TFT panels diffe-
rentiate themselves from other makes of TFT?
TT: There are 3 answers to that. The first is that 
Mitsubishi is a total display service supplier and 
most importantly, Mitsubishi is Mitsubishi. 
here we have a corporate culture that we offer a 
very high picture quality, which gives us a clear 
market advantage. That’s the first point. Also 
when we actually start working on a project and 
we know what’s required we can propose seve-
ral solutions as opposed to just one. As far as I 
know Mitsubishi is the only company that can 
offer such a wide range of projectors, LCD and 
LED screens. Our competitors cannot do that. 
Finally we offer the same size screens as the 
competition but with higher quality resolution. 
Thirdly, Mitsubishi industrial grade TFT moni-
tors have unique feature such as built-in CAT5 
receiver for MDT521S.

How do you work with the installers? What is 
the advantage of how Mitsubishi works with 

installers and how do you support them?
TT: Well we have a full technical training 
course plus we offer commercial advantages 
to those installers with whom we have a close 
relationship. 

Where does the training take place? 
TT: On the one hand we can dispatch our en-
gineers to the customers, plus we have a Euro-
pean Visitor Centre in Amsterdam, which 
doubles as a showroom and as training centre. 
When we get requests from customers for trai-
ning we invite them to Amsterdam. n

DEUTSCHE TELEKOM AG HEADQUArTErS, BONN

MITSUBISHI XD3200U 
PrOjECTOr
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Mitsubishi Visual Information Systems 
GM Gives Exclusive One-on-One 
Update to Cleverdis at Tokyo HQ

“I’m happy to say  
that the LED market  
is still growing.”

MITSUBISHI LDT651P LCD MONITOr 

Read the whole interview at  
www.cleverdis.com
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Directory  
 of key Players

Choose 
your partner

a n Out of Home Digital Media solution will most 
usually bring into play anything up to ten or so 

different participants representing a wide range of skill sets. 
In order that you are able to find the ideal partner for the 
planning and realisation of your project, you will find here 
below the definition of the principal roles involved: 

Software Developers 
developers and publishers of software solutions  
for Out of Home digital Media systems, data 
transfer and control of systems such as allowing 
multimedia players to work autonomously  
or be programmed remotely.

Storage Houses 
companies specialised in the storage of servers  
and data.

Integrators
specialists in the optimisation of hardware and 
software packages as well as the set up of systems.

Installers 
screen deployment and system maintenance 
specialists.

Advertising Brokers
companies who look after the commercialisation 
and maximisation of the financial potential of a 
given network.

Consultant Agencies
communication or marketing agencies 
specialised in advising on the deployment  
and installation of the narrowcast apparatus,  
as well as the internal communications needed.

Consultants 
Out of Home digital Media specialists  
in marketing and communication research. 

Content Creators 
graphic designers specialised in the production  
of content specifically for Out of Home digital 
Media.

Content Suppliers
companies who supply regularly updated  
content both online and offline including  
weather bulletins, traffic updates, financial 
information etc.

Manufacturers 
Makers of screens, servers, players and other 
accessories.

Distributors  
companies that take care of the importing  
and distribution of Out of Home digital Media 
hardware and software.



MANUFACTURER 
Players & Servers

KEY FIGURES
Legal form: Ltd. 
Year of creation: 2004 
Headquarters: Taipei City, Taiwan 
Active in more than 70 countries worldwide

8F, No. 577, Linsen N. Rd.
Taipei City 104, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Tel.: +886 2 2595 1005
Fax: +886 2 2595 1050
www.cayintech.com

COMPANY PROFILE 
CAYIN Technology Co., Ltd. offers a com-
plete portfolio of digital signage products, in-
cluding media players, servers, and software, 
for various commercial applications. CAYIN 
is dedicated to being a reliable partner to its 
clients worldwide, and has successfully set up 
various application references globally. 
In order to best facilitate the deployment of 
CAYIN products, the company also provides 
tailored services to satisfy the ascending mar-
ket demand for almost limitless applications.

CAYIN Technology
Co., Ltd.

Ravel CHI
Vice President
sales@cayintech.com
Responsible for the International 
Sales Division and the launch of 
CAYIN’s products to the worldwide 
market; co-founder of CAYIN, 
specialised in supply chain, 
international sales and logistics, 
and the development of various 
sales channels.

CONTACT

KNOW HOW & MAIN 
PRODUCTS
Digital Signage Media Player: SMP series
n SMP-PRO series: zone-type player, for ap-
plications that require showing video, graph-
ics, tickers, or time/date.
n SMP-WEB series: web-based player, for ap-
plications that require connecting database, 
presenting advanced multimedia content or 
interactive applications in various formats: 
HTML, JPEG, JavaScript, Flash, etc.
Content Management Server: CMS series
CMS is a powerful and reliable server to per-
form media player management, access con-
trol, content update, central scheduling, trig-
gering emergency mode, and real time 
broadcast over IP networks.
Management Software: SuperReporter, Su-
perMonitor2
Application Software: xPost series, includ-
ing meetingPost, lobbyPost and wayfinder-
Post

FAmIlYmARt, tAIwAN: FamilyMart, a leading 
convenience store chain originally from 
Japan, rolled out a nation-wide in-store 
TV network counting 1500 sites and 3000 
players. In addition to the digital signage 
system, Cayin also provides server hosting, 
content update, management of playlists, live 
system monitoring, and complete reporting 
of the system and playback details. n CYFRA+ 
poINt oF SAleS, polAND: CANAL+ Cyfrowy, 
the operator of the CYFRA+ digital TV 
platform, equipped 188 points of distribution 
in Poland with CAYIN Digital Signage system. 
The centrally and remotely managed digital 
screen network was implemented by 
NARROWCASTING, a division of KCSP, on 
the basis of solutions delivered by value-
added IT distributor, Veracomp. Another 112 
point of sales will be installed with CAYIN 
system in the second phase. n I-mobIle Shop, 
thAIlAND: i-mobile Shop, the biggest mobile 
phone distributor in Thailand, installed CAYIN 
digital signage system in 28 selected points 
of distribution. The in-store digital screen 
network, implemented by DMaSStech, is 
remotely managed by the head office and 
conveys updated advertisements and brand 
image via branches instantly. n Novotel CAIRo 
6th oF oCtobeR, egYpt: The hotel installed 
CAYIN digital signage player, SMP-PRO3, by 
INTERACT Computer Stores. The new system 
was installed in the lobby and outside meeting 
rooms to convey instant and multimedia 
information to conference attendees. n FAIR 
tv IN bologNAFIeRe, ItAlY: Kennell Digital 
Distribution installed Fair TV with CAYIN 
solution. Through Fair TV, the fair organizers 
and exhibitors can promote their activities or 
products, inform events scheduled inside the 
fair, and even broadcast news from Italy and 
the world.
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PARTNERS
AVM (UK) n imaginArt (Spain) n Video Apli 
(Spain) n Kennell Digital Distribution (Italy) 
n CUC (France) n rMedia (Australia) n Vera-
comp (Poland) n Starin (USA) n DMaSStech 
(Thailand) n PiXELsource (Netherlands) n 
VSV (Belgium)

For CAYIN’s partners, the company not only 
sells products, but also helps in various as-
pects including support through sales and 
marketing materials, training in both tech-
nology and business, and in-depth advice 
on questions concerning a specific project. 
Right now the company is looking for busi-
ness partners who are interested in intro-
ducing its products into different European 
markets.

Chinese Culture University, Taiwan has installed 
more than 105 CAYIN’s web-based digital 
signage players across campuses since 2005. 



lloYD’S oF loNDoN: Uses Cisco Digital Signage to deliver rich, dynamic content including TV/satellite 
images, text tickers, flash animations, standard and high definition video, web content, to name a few 
– all of which can be instantly updated across groups of or individual signs, and scheduled to play at 
specific times. n NottINghAm tReNt UNIveRSItY: Uses the Cisco Digital Media System and specifically 
Cisco Digital Signage, for promoting the University, booking rooms, providing directions and safety 
and security messaging. n New YoRk YANkeeS: The New York Yankees, an American professional base-
ball team, deployed Cisco StadiumVision stadium wide to deliver targeted digital promotions, HD vi-
deo, and fan information to 1,100 digital signage displays throughout the venue and enabled 56 
Luxury Suites with applications to control HD video input as well as order concessions via an IP 
Phone. n NoRSk tIppINg (NoRwegIAN lotteRY): About 4500 Cisco DMS screens deployed. Increased 
number of purchases by consumers and saved 50% on advertising, based on Cost per Thousand (CPT) 
viewers. n ACCeNt JobS FoR people (belgIUm, NetheRlANDS, FRANCe): more than 100 DMS screens 
deployed modernized Accent’s image and updated quickly and flexibly key information related to 
human resources through a digital signage network. n StARS CeNteR (CAIRo, egYpt): Cisco DMS de-
ployed around 500 screens. This ultra modern shopping centre mainly distributes advertising content. 
Their study of return on investment is based on a ROI  in less than 2 years.

References

Network Solutions and 
Communications Provider
Software Editor and  
Manufacturer of Players

KEY FIGURES
Year of Creation : 1984 
Headquarters : San Jose, California, USA 
Number of Staff Worldwide : 66,000 
Turnover 2008 : $39.5 billion

Cisco Systems, Europe
Haarlerbergpark
Haarlerbergweg 13-19
1101 CH Amsterdam
Netherlands
Tel: 0800 0200 791
       +31 (0)20 485 4646
Fax: +31 (0)20 357 1100
www.cisco.com/go/dms

Cisco (Nasdaq: CSCO) is the worldwide leader 
in networking that transforms how people 
connect, communicate, and collaborate and 
has years of video expertise. As data, voice, and 
IP video converge, video is emerging as a force 

in business transformation. Video applications, 
especially the Digital Media System, can im-
prove productivity, increase profitability, and 
enhance customer experience and communi-
cations within organizations. 

COMPANY PROFILECisco Digital  
Media System  
(DMS)

MAIN SERVICES AND PRODUCTS
The Cisco Digital Media System (DMS) is a 
comprehensive suite of digital signage, Enter-
prise TV and desktop video applications, all 
managed from a single user interface. This 
open, standards based architecture enables 
customization and integration to meet busi-
ness needs.  
Cisco DMS has a broad range of Cisco services 
to help plan and deploy a seamless solution. In 
addition, Cisco’s strong partner ecosystem en-
ables creative applications to expand the digital 
media solution.
Cisco Digital Signage
Cisco provides an innovative way for compa-
nies in different vertical markets to improve 
customer relationships and strengthen their 
competitive positions through digital signage. 
Through its scalable, centralized management 
and publishing of content to networked, on-
premise digital signage displays, Cisco Digital 
Signage delivers high-quality content on a very 
large scale, via the network to different 
screens. 
Cisco Enterprise TV
Cisco Enterprise TV is an interactive applica-
tion that enables companies to deliver on-de-
mand video and broadcast live television chan-
nels over an IP network to digital displays. 
Cisco Desktop Video
Cisco Desktop Video enables customers, em-
ployees, partners and students to access high 
quality VODs as well as webcasts  through the 
Cisco Video Portal, where digital media then 
can be easily searched, organized and viewed.

ProDuCTS:
n Cisco Digital Media Manager (DMM): 
Allows content authors to manage, schedule, 
and publish digital media for live or on-demand 
playback through all DMS modules. 
n Cisco Digital Media Players (DMPs): 
Extremely durable solid-state players allow a 
flexible and rapid deployment at a reduced op-
erational cost.
n Cisco Digital Media Encoders (DMEs): 
Capture and digitize from a variety of digital 
media formats for live and on-demand deliv-
ery across an IP network, along with moni-
toring functions.
n Cisco Video Portal: Helps users browse, 
search, and view digital media interactively at 
the desktop. This sophisticated video playback 
portal uses standard Web technologies to 
deliver compelling live Webcasts and on-
demand video to your audiences.
n Cisco LCD Screens : Large format (40” and 
52”), professional quality displays provide com-
plete end-to-end solutions for digital signage 
and Enterprise TV.
n Cisco Media Experience Engine 3000 (MXE 
3000): A media processing platform for user-
generated content that extends the DMS 
deployment, enabling users to create content 
once, customize it as needed, and share it with 
all DMS applications and mobile devices. 
Editing and production capabilities allow us-
ers to customize content with company logo 
overlays, transitions, file clipping, and color 
and video quality enhancements.
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David Scutt
DMS Regional Sales Manager, Europe
dscutt@cisco.com
David joined the enterprise Finance 
operation of Cisco Uk in 1998. 
In 2004, he was head of the Uk 
Consumer packaged goods sector, 
before becoming emeA Regional 
Channel manager. In 2009, David 
was promoted to  europe and Central 
european emerging markets Regional 
manager for Digital media Systems. 

CONTACT



provider of technology to 
media companies, primarily 
in the broadcast sector. 
Manufacturer of Digital 
Signage Network  
Management Solutions.

KEY FIGURES
Belonging to group: Harris Corporation 
Legal form:  Harris Corporation (NYSE: 
HRS) 
Year of creation: 1895 
Headquarters: Melbourne, Florida 
Number of offices Europe: 7. EMEA 
Headquarters located in Winnersh, United 
Kingdom. Regional offices located in Paris, 
Munich, Dublin, Dubai, Moscow and Milan. 
Number of offices Worldwide: Over 90 
Turnover (2008): $5 billion annual revenue

Eskdale Road, Winnersh, Wokingham,
Berkshire, RG41 5TS, United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0) 118 964 8200
Fax: +44 (0) 118 964 8054
Email: sales.europe@harris.com
Website: www.broadcast.harris.com

COMPANY PROFILE 
Harris addresses the entire content delivery 
workflow for any digital signage application. 
From production, scheduling, distribution and 
presentation to business management, Harris 
Digital Signage™ solutions – including the re-
volutionary InfoCaster™ product line and 
Punctuate™ business management software – 
leverage years of broadcast and IT workflow 
expertise to help you manage content, better 
monetise assets and realise new revenue 
streams.

Harris Broadcast 
Communications

Ian Collis
Director of Marketing, EMEA
ian.collis@harris.com
Ian Collis leads the marketing  
and business teams in emeA.  
he holds responsibility for media 
and workflow solutions, which 
includes the Digital Signage 
business development.

CONTACTS

Regional Sales  
Directors for Harris  
in Europe

Mathias Eckert
Regional Sales Director Nordic, Central  
and Eastern Europe
mathias.eckert@harris.com

Alain Pécot
Regional Sales Director, Southern Europe
alain.pecot@harris.com

Sally Wallington
Regional Sales Director, UK, Israel  
and South-Africa
sally.wallington@harris.com 

Said Bacho
Regional Sales Director, Middle East
said.bacho@harris.com

MAIN SERVICES 
AND PRODUCTS 
InfoCaster™ Suite 
The numerous features of InfoCaster provide 
unparalleled performance. From multizone 
layouts to live data feeds and 3D animations, 
InfoCaster allows you to create sophisticated 
and stunning displays very quickly.  
The InfoCaster family enables targeting of gra-
phical elements within and among on-screen 
regions – by zone and by schedule – for 
broadcast-quality presentations.

Punctuate™ - Business Management for Di-
gital Signage
Drawing on Harris expertise in managing large 
scale broadcast advertising sales, Punctuate is  
developed specifically for the digital signage 
industry and is a leading-edge software 
application that manages the scheduling and 
placement of advertising and promotional 
content to multipoint digital signage networks. 
Revenue tracking, billing, automatic ad pricing 
and approvals for sales campaigns are among 
the sales-oriented user benefits for data 
management. Other network management-
driven benefits include targeted content. 

Swedish sports retail chain Stadium upgrades 
digital signage network with harris 
Harris InfoCaster Player content playout 
systems were installed at each of Stadium’s 
110 stores as part of a complete upgrade of 
its internal digital signage system. The system 
can evolve into dynamic in-store advertising 
or high-definition transmissions. 

greek healthcare sector streamlines network 
management with harris Corporation InfoCaster 
digital signage products 
Intelligent Media operates one of the largest 
digital signage networks in the health sector, 
including systems at Iaso, Mitera and Leto 
maternity hospitals, as well as Iaso General, 
Metropolitan and Hygeia general clinics and 
Iaso paediatric clinic in Greece.

mcDonald’s and harris launch digital signage 
solutions trial for new tv channel at 20 
Restaurants 
Harris began a pilot program with McDonald’s 
in May 2009 to launch the fast-food chain’s 
unique, branded TV channel — powered by 
Harris Digital Signage solutions — into 20 
restaurants around the US. 

mph platform and InfoCaster digital signage by 
harris power the first public deployment of mobile 
Dtv in the US, delivering live digital tv broadcasts 
to buses throughout the city of Raleigh
A joint effort of WRAL, the CBC New Media 
Group and the City of Raleigh, the project will 
deliver live WRAL-DT broadcasts to Capital 
Area Transit (CAT) buses traveling around the 
capital city. 

the venetian macao-Resort-hotel becomes 
largest casino installation of harris InfoCaster 
digital signage 
Harris InfoCaster systems were placed 
throughout the resort’s casino and conference 
facilities, which is the largest building in Asia 
and the second largest in the world.
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Display manufacturer

KEY FIGURES
Legal form: GmbH 
Year of creation: 2000 
Headquarters: Hyundai IT Corp., Seoul/Korea 
Number of offices Europe: 6 
Number of offices Worldwide: 12

Geheimrat-Hummel-Platz 2
65239 Hochheim
Germany
Tel: +49 (0)6146-904-0
Fax:+49 (0)6146-904-110
info@hyundaiit.eu
www.hyundaiit.com

France 
Alain Kestler
phone: +33 155472660
alain@hyundaiq.fr

Spain 
JW Do
phone: +34 913923629
jwdo@hyundaiit.es

Germany
Bernd Hoffmann
phone: +49 (0)61469040
bernd.hoffmann@hyundaiit.eu

UK 
YH Shin
phone: +49 (0)6146-9040
y.h.shin@hyundaiit.eu

Poland
Adam Parzonka
phone: +48 605414565
adam@hyundaiit.pl

Scandinavia
Tommy  
Pettersson
phone: +46 133292927
tommy.pettersson@hyundaiq.se

Hyundai IT, with headquarters in Seoul / Ko-
rea, has been an international leadingmanu-
facturer of high-end TFT displays and LCD 
TVs since 1984. 
In addition, the company provides special 
display solutions in the fields of Public Infor-

mation/Digital Signage, Stereoscopic 3D 
and Touch Screen. Hyundai IT’s research, 
development and production facilities con-
sistently supply cutting-edge, innovative 
technologies that represent outstanding val-
ue for money.

CONTACTS

COMPANY PROFILEHyundai IT  
Europe GmbH

MAIN PRODUCTS & solutions
n Indoor public displays
Metal Frame Type [32”- 82”]
Key Features: metal frame housing, special 
OOH-media panel, landscape/portrait, slim 
bezel, integrated video wall function, 24/7 op-
erations
n Indoor public displays
Stand Alone Type [40”, 46”, 52”]
Key Features: special OOH-media panel, tem-
pered security glass, touch screen function, 
flexible individualisation
n Indoor public displays
Embedded Player Type [32”, 42”]
Key Features: Built-in AV player (PC, set-top-
box, multimedia player)
n Indoor public displays
Wide View Type [42”]
Key Features: stretched screen format, metal 
frame housing, landscape/portrait
n Semi-outdoor public displays 
[40”, 42”, 52”, 57”]
Key Features: sunlight resistant indoor display 
(optical bonding technology, transflective  
panel technology, UV coating, high brightness, 
anti-reflection)
n outdoor digital signage displays 
[20”-70”]
Key Features: all-weather-proof, sunlight re-
sistant outdoor display (optical bonding tech-
nology, transflective panel technology, UV 
coating, high brightness, anti-reflection), LED 
backlight with over 2.500cd/m², anti-vandal-
ism security glass, intelligent cooling & heating 
system
n Stereoscopic 3D displays 
[22”-24”-32”- 46”]
Key Features: Usable for 2D/3D contents, po-
larised 3D glasses, 3D software package

n Touch Screen [17”-70”]
Key Features: IR ray/5 wire resistive tech-
nology
n LCD TFT Monitors [17”-24”]
Key Features: Fast response time, high 
contrast
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Real Time Content  
Provider

KEY FIGURES
SARL - Capital: 80,872 €  
Year of Creation: 2000  
Headquarters: France  
Turnover: 600 K € 

2, rue de Pontoise 
95650 Puiseux Pontoise 
France 
Tel: +33 1 34 32 20 80 
Fax: +33 1 34 32 20 81 
www.infotraffic.com 

Jérôme 
Lefevre 
Chief Executive Officer 
jlefevre@infotraffic.com 
Jerome lefevre, founder of 
Infotraffic, has over 15 years 
of experience and expertise 
in new technologies. through 
his flair for innovation 
and entrepreneurial spirit, 
the magazine le Revenu 
awarded him with the best 
entrepreneur Award in 2001.

COMPANY PROFILE 
Infotraffic is a specialist in providing real time 
online information to digital signage networks. 
Already present on over 1000 screens across 
France, as well as on Internet, WAP and mobile 
phones, Infotraffic provides both the general 
public and professionals with useful informa-
tion to assist all those who travel by road and/
or public transport. Traffic information is part 
of the practical, high usage added-value section 
of content delivered via dynamic display. Info-
traffic is currently developing its activities in 
the UK and The Netherlands.

CONTACTS

Infotraffic

Chantal 
Versteegen

Sales and Marketing
cversteegen@infotraffic.com

Chantal versteegen joined 
Infotraffic in may 2009. with 
over 10 years of experience 

in international sales  
and marketing, she assists 

Jérôme in developing  
Infotraffic for the Uk and  
the Netherlands market. 

MAIN PRODUCTS  
& SOLUTIONS 
Infotraffic is specialised in the production and 
distribution of real-time information in the fol-
lowing fields: 
n Road traffic status in real time for France, the 
UK and The Netherlands. 
n Where relevant data is available, the status of 
public transport in major cities throughout the 
countries above. 
n Weather forecasts and air quality. 
n General, sports, cultural and economic news. 

CoRpoRAte heADQUARteRS Afnor, Air Liquide, 
Alstom, Arcelor, Auto-Distribution, BNP Paribas, 
Bouygues, Colas, Colgate Palmolive, Daimler 
Chrysler, Galeries Lafayette, Groupe Casino, 
Henkel, KPMG, Ikea, PSA, Sanofi-Aventis, 
Schlumberger, Société Générale, Vinci, Nexans, 

Airport of Lyon, Schering-Plough… 
pARkINgS AND gAS StAtIoNS Agip, Avia, 
Carrefour, Dyneff, Effia, Esso, Vinci Park… 
hotelS AND CoNveNtIoN CeNtReS Accor (Ibis, 
Novotel), Disneyland Paris, Louvre Hôtels 
(Concorde, Kyriad), Palais Brogniart…

REFERENCES 
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PARTNERS 
Blue Fox, LCS, Mood Media, Scala Broadcast 
Multimedia, TMM Communication. 
Infotraffic has a policy of indirect sale and 
establishes partnerships with every player on 
the market (fitters, software editors, vendors 
and value added resellers, communication and 
media agencies, etc.) wishing to propose 
practical, value-added content to their clients. 

INFOTRAFFIC TV 
SYSTEM 
The content produced by Infotraffic is designed 
to be customised with respect to final client cri-
teria and the technical requirements of the in-
tegrator: 
n Customised content with respect to geo-Customised content with respect to geo-
graphical position of the display (journey time 
and public transport schedules in real time, 
choice of information feed, etc). 
n Quality of maps and layouts adapted to 
screen resolution. 
n Transfer and retrieval of information adapted 
to any configuration. 



Digital Signage Software

KEY FIGURES
Legal form: Private limited 
liability company BV 
Year of Incorporation: 1994 
Headquarters: Eindhoven, The 
Netherlands 
Proactive in more than 75 
countries worldwide

Luchthavenweg 59-I
5657 EA Eindhoven
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31 88 266 11 77
Fax: +31 88 266 11 78
www.nds.eu

Louis van Geldrop
Ceo
louis.van.geldrop@nds.eu

Bjørn Pieper
International marketing & Sales manager
bjorn.pieper@nds.eu

COMPANY PROFILE
Since their establishment in 1994, Net Dis-
play Systems has evolved into a recognized 
worldwide player for digital signage soft-
ware. With a worldwide network of dedi-
cated partners the company is proactive in 
more than 75 countries and has installa-
tions in multiple market sectors from trans-
portation, corporate and government to 
hospitality and retail.

KEY CONTACTS

Net Display  
Systems

KNOW HOW & 
PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS
The award winning product of Net Display 
Systems for digital signage is PADS. This is a 
digital signage software bundle that has been 
tested time and again worldwide with instal-
lations in the highly complex and demand-
ing airport sector. What makes PADS soft-
ware especially unique is the database 
connectivity features. With just a couple of 
mouse clicks the system can be connected to 
any industry-standard database to display 
real time information. For additional infor-
mation, please visit www.nds.eu and down-
load a trial version of PADS. 
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PARTNERS
Net Display Systems has a worldwide net-
work of dedicated , specialized partners pro-
viding  installation, training and support of 
its products. In a number of countries they 
are seeking  additional partners.

every day millions of people worldwide see 
the displays running the pADS software of Net 
Display Systems. Installations vary from simple 
standalone solutions to national or global, 
complex and often mission critical digital signage 
solutions. below you find just a small selection of 
our existing customers.

tRANSpoRtAtIoN: More than 60 airports 
including Stuttgart, Boston, Toronto, Newark 
(New York), Changi (Singapore), Karup 
Airport Denmark and Kuala Lumpur, KLM and 
Lufthansa, Alexandria Port Authority (Egypt), 
Stena line, Q-Park n CoRpoRAte: Microsoft, 
Shell, BASF, Nestlé, Procter & Gamble, 
l’Oreal, Bosch, Ericsson, BAT, IBM, Porsche, 
SR Technics, Philips, BP, Deloitte, HP, Kodak, 
Bayer, Michelin, BINA n mANUFACtURINg: Coca 
Cola, Volkswagen, Rolex, Honda, Bombardier, 
US Army, Boeing, Astra Zeneca, Eurocopter, 
Vredestein, Sandvik, Alcoa, Goldfields n 
goveRNmeNt: National parliament and several 
ministries (NL), Köln Tourismus, ministry of 
education (F), Supreme Court (Sing), Brisbane 
City Council, Ministery of Islamic Affairs 
(UAE) n eDUCAtIoN: Universities of Leiden, 
Amsterdam, Eindhoven, SAP Training centre 
(D), Pfizer Learning Centre (USA), European 
Business School Munich n hoSpItAlItY: 
Hilton, Marriott, Deutsche Bahn, Gastronomie, 
Futuroscope, Heineken Music Hall, News Café 
(RSA), Singapore Turf Club, Cashbox Party 
World (China/Taiwan), Euro Disney n FINANCIAl 
SeRvICeS: Accenture, AXA, ING, Deutsche 
Bank, Abu Dhabi Securities Market, First 
National Bank, African Bank, Emirates Bank, 
Standard Bank n heAlth CARe: Addenbrooke’s 
hospital UK, Red cross hospital (NL), St Peter’s 
University hospital (USA), Centre Hospitalier 
de Mouscron n RetAIl: Toyota, IKEA, Nashua 
Mobile, Vodacom, Selfridges, Makro/Metro, 
Hertz, Shimano, Carrefour, ERA, London City 
Airport, König Pilsner, Sunrise Switzerland n 
NUmbeR oF ReSelleRS woRlDwIDe:> 125

REFERENCES

Stuttgart  
Airport 

Abu Dhabi  
Stock Exchange

London City  
Airport
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Digital Signage Software

KEY FIGURES
Legal Form: Private limited company 
Year of Creation: 1991 
Headquarters: Toronto, Canada 
Number of Staff Worldwide: 43 
Number of Offices Worldwide: 5

3300 HWY 7, Suite 501
Concord, Ontario L4K 4M3
Canada
Tel.: + 1 905 761 6640
Fax: + 1 905 761 6340
info@omnivex.com 
www.omnivex.com

Jeff Collard
President
jcollard@omnivex.com
Jeff is the driving force 
behind the company’s sales 
and marketing activities  
and relationships with 
its international business 
partners. 

Elizabeth 
Cartan
Marketing Manager
ecartan@omnivex.com
elizabeth is responsible 
for omnivex’s worldwide 
advertising and marketing 
campaigns. 

COMPANY PROFILE 
Omnivex’s award-winning digital signage 
software has been helping innovative orga-
nizations worldwide to better inform, per-
suade, motivate and engage their audiences, 
through effective visual communications. 
Omnivex software is based on the simple, 
proven principle that effective digital signage 
isn’t just about good content or creative, it’s 
also about timing, environment and rele-
vance – in a word, context. Omnivex has the 
experience, technology and easy-to-use tools 
to put context into content with its powerful 
live-data model. 

CONTACTS

Omnivex

Grant  
Folkard
Channel Manager

gfolkard@omnivex.com
grant is responsible  

for growing an effective 
sales channel to better  

serve omnivex’s growing 
customer base. 

MAIN SERVICES AND 
PRODUCTS
Omnivex Moxie combines Omnivex’s vast 
experience in digital signage, real-time data 
and full 3D graphics, to provide the most ad-
vanced digital signage platform available on 
the market. Omnivex provides a data centric 
solution that allows customers to leverage 
existing assets and drive operating costs out 
of their networks. Omnivex is a Microsoft 
Gold Partner, providing proven software so-
lutions to manage enterprise-level digital 
signage systems.
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PARTNERS 
Omnivex software is sold and supported by 
Omnivex Certified Partners worldwide. To 
purchase software directly from a local Re-
seller, please visit our website. If you are inter-
ested in becoming an Omnivex Certified Part-
ner, please contact our Channel Manager.

ADveRtISINg: Blast Media Network; 
BarFly Interactive Networks; C.A.N. Media 
Pte Ltd.;  Futureway Communications 
Inc.; Lamar Transit Advertising; United 
Mobile Broadcasting Corp. n CoRpoRAte: 
Allstate Insurance; Bechtel; Bloomberg; 
Conoco Phillips Ltd.; EnCana Corp.; KPMG 
n eDUCAtIoN: Columbia Business School; 
Harvard University; Kuwait University; 
Southern Alberta Institute of Technology; 
University of Michigan; University of Surrey; 
University of Toronto n FINANCIAl: Allied 
Irish Bank; Bank of Montreal; CIBC World 
Markets; City Index; Swiss Stock Exchange; 
UBS Warburg n goveRNmeNt: Canadian 
Department of Defense; Naval Sea Systems 
Command (NAVSEA); Norwegian Department 
of National Defense;  United States Postal 
Service; US Airforce; US Pentagon  
n heAlthCARe: American Board of Internal 
Medicine; Fraser Health Authority; Mission 
Hospital; Pfizer; St. Joseph Hospital;  
Wyeth-Whitehall Ltd. n hoSpItAlItY: Beverly 
Hilton; Casino Rama; Hershey Hotel, Lodge 
and Convention Center; Hyatt Regency 
Chicago; Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines; 
Vancouver Convention Centre  
n mANUFACtURINg: Boeing; High Liner Foods 
Inc.; JD Irving Ltd.; Miele Ltd.; Raytheon; 
Toyota n ReCReAtIoN: Air Canada Centre; 
Norwich City FC; Smithsonian National 
Portrait Gallery; Sor Arena; Hampden Park; 
Portland Trail Blazers n RetAIl: Acklands-
Grainger; Bell Canada; Bergans; Discount Car 
and Truck Rentals; HMS Host; Nike  
n tRANSpoRtAtIoN: British Columbia Ferry 
Services Inc.; Fjord1 Song Billag; San 
Francisco International Airport (SFO); 
TransLink; Vancouver International Airport 
(YVR); Vienna International Airport (VIA)

Portland Trail Blazers (Rose Garden Arena) Vancouver Convention Centre

City Index

Lamar 
Commuter 

Digital 
Network



Digital signage 
& iptv solutions

KEY FIGURES
Belonging to group: No 
Legal form: Limited company 
Year of creation: 1988 
Headquarters: London 
Number of offices Europe: 1 
Number of offices Worldwide: UK 
and China Sales offices 
Turnover (2008): £2.4 million

Andersen House
Newtown Road
Henley on Thames  
Oxfordshire RG9 1HG
Tel.: +44 (0) 1491 411400
Fax: +44 (0) 1491 579254
info@onelan.com
www.onelandigitalsignage.com

COMPANY PROFILE
ONELAN develops and manufactures net-
work appliances for end to end Digital Signage 
and IPTV network solutions. The Net-Top-
Box is a multimedia, multi-zoned solution ca-
pable of displaying stored media and live me-
dia e.g RSS feeds, webpages and broadcast or 

locally streamed TV. With a browser based user 
interface, the system is fully multi-lingual in-
cluding all main European languages.  Further 
members of the product family cater for Enter-
prise network management, Touch applications 
and integration with external data sources.

ONELAN Ltd 

MAIN SERVICES  
AND PRODUCTS
Net-Top-Box Publisher
Browser based appliance for multi-channel 
content production, layout design, schedul-
ing and content playlists

Net-Top-Box Player 
Family of stable and reliable Linux based 
multi-media appliances.

Data Collection Engine
Framework of software functionality that 
provides connections between a wide variety 
of customer data sources to the ONELAN 
Digital Signage Media Players

Digital Signage Manager
The Digital Signage Manager (DSM) reports 
on the live operational and environmental 
health of a large number of ONELAN digital 
signage Net-Top-Boxes (NTBs). It also pro-
vides reports on groups of NTBs over user-
defined periods.

IPTV omni-Server
The Omni-Servers are single box solutions 
for networked delivery and storage of video 
content via Ethernet networks.
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Key Resellers 
ONELAN has over 250 partners in more 
than 35 countries worldwide.

REFERENCES

David Dalzell
Managing Director
david.dalzell@onelan.com
Following a long career 
in developing, integrating 
and computer networking 
businesses, David founded 
oNelAN ltd a manufacturer 
and developer of Digital 
Signage.

CONTACTS

Hugh  
Coghill-Smith
Sales and Marketing Director 

hugh.coghillsmith@onelan.com
with a background in  

developing international sales 
channels and an involvement 

in the Digital Signage industry 
for the last 10 years hugh leads 

oNelAN’s global sales activities. 
Sheffield University, UK Ferney Group Hardware Stores, NL

CoRpoRAte CommUNICAtIoN: AvANtA SeRvICeD 
oFFICeS, Uk AND INDIA 
A screen and NTB have been placed in  
the foyers of each of Avanta’s office buildings, 
attracting the attention not only of their 
customers, but also the visitors from other 
organisations visiting them. The screens 
show live satellite feeds, the latest traffic 
information, welcome messages and 
directions to meeting rooms.
RetAIl: FeRNeY, Nl AND be 
As a group of more than 65 independent 
businessess Ferney use ONELAN due to its 
scalability, central control and Ad Hoc features 
which enable localisation of content. Group 
Marketing produces 8 Layouts per Schedule 
two of which can be designed specifically for 
an individual store. Each layout has 5 Zones, 
4 ad-hoc, allowing customisation tailored to 
local market requirements.
eDUCAtIoN: SheFFIelD UNIveRSItY, Uk 
Digital signage is used as a flexible and robust 
means of delivering media rich information 
through general information points  
to everyone using the building.
heAlth: SoUth bIRmINghAm pRImARY CARe 
tRUSt, Uk 
ONELAN have delivered a secure signage 
system which is simple to use by non trained 
practice staff and has limited impact  
on the NHS’s time and resources. It is  
a method where they can deliver messages 
to the patients at 65 surgeries across South 
Birmingham from their Head Office in Kings 
Norton. 



September 1-3, 2009
Displaysearch Digital signage
conference
San Jose, California
Displaysearch events represent 
some of the most highly 
anticipated gatherings in the 
display industry. 
www.displaysearch.com

September 10-15, 2009
iBc exhiBition anD conference
RAI Amsterdam, The Netherlands
IBC is the leading international 
forum for the electronic media 
industry with 1000+ exhibitors 
from 130 countries, not to be 
missed for everyone involved  
in the world of content, creation, 
management and delivery.
www.ibc.org

September 22-24, 2009
viscom france
Paris, France
Viscom is an exciting shop 
window for the most innovative 
applications, trends and 
techniques in visual 
communication at the service of 
the graphics industry professionals 
and announcers, where all 
concepts and technics are shown. 
www.viscom-paris.com

September 30-october 1, 2009
total meDia
Feria de Madrid
The second edition for the Digital 
signage industry in southern 
Europe wil focus on Discover 
Digital Signage, but also  
New Media Industries as well  
as dynamic, mobile and proximity 
marketing.
www.total-media.es/english

September 30-october 1, 2009
KiosKcom/the european Digital
Signage Show - London, UK
The defining event for customer 
and employee-facing technologies 
– Digital Signage, Kiosks & more!
www.kioskcomeurope.co.uk

october 1-3, 2009
viscom DüsselDorf 2009
Exhibiton Centre Düsseldorf, 
Experience an unparalleled range 
of visual communication  
– everything from sign making, 

POS items, displays, guidance  
and orientation systems, light 
advertising, digital printing 
through to digital signage.
www.viscom-messe.com

october 18-20, 2009
sim exhiBiton & conference
Abu Dhabi National Exhibition 
Centre, Abu Dhabi, UAE
The most comprehensive show  
for the regional marketing 
communication industry 
combining three vertical sectors: 
Signage, Imaging and Media.
www.sim-expo.com

october 20-22, 2009
siel & satis
Paris, France
The national show dedicated to all 
of the solutions, goods, available 
services in fields ranging from 
Live Entertainment and Events  
to Broadcasting and Audiovisual 
Media.
www.siel-satis.com

october 21-24 2009
smau 2009
Fiera milano city, Milan, Italy
The most important and complete 
supply/demand platform in the 
Information and Communications 
technology business in Italy
www.smau.it

october 21-24, 2009
viscom spain
IFEMA Madrid, Spain
A one-of-a kind platform which 
brings together cutting-edge 
companies that continually strive 
to break new ground in the world 
of Visual Communication,  
Digital Signage, solutions  
for Digital Imaging centres and 
Design & Innovations.
www.viscomspain.com/en

october 24, 2009
inviDiDis Digital signage conference
Munich, Germany
Germany’ s mainDigital Signage 
Conference for experts. This year 
the focus is put on the 
development of digital 
out-of-home advertising, dynamic 
signage and the future of targeted 
communication.
www.invidis-consulting.de

November 4-6, 2009
sign scanDinavia stocKholmm
Kistamässan Stockholm, Sweden
The leading trade exhibition for 
signage, outdoor, advrtising and 
digtial signage that attracts visitors 
with great buying potential.
www.kistamassan.com

November 5-11, 2009
viscom italy
Milan, Italy
One’s of the biggest exhibition  
& conference forum that allows  
to enter the entire visual 
communication market in Italy
www.visualcommunication.it

January 25-27; 2010
sign miDDle east
Dubai Airport Expo, Dubai, UAE
SGI spotlights the Sign, Large 
format digital/graphic imaging, 
Outdoor media and Screen 
printing industries of the Middle 
East – North Africa, Levant, CIS, 
Indian Sub Continent and  
South Asia. Outdoor advertising 
will be the focus segment in 2010
www.signmiddleeast.com

February 2-4, 2010
integrateD systems europe
RAI, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Europe’s undisputed no.1 show for 

professional AV and electronic 
systems integration. In 2010,  
this industry-defining event  
is again packed with new product 
innovations, informative 
education sessions and  
new business opportunities.
www.iseurope.org

February 23-25, 2010 
Digital signage expo las vegas
Las Vegas Convention Center, 
USA
www.digitalsignaeexpo.net

May 5-6, 2009
screenmeDia expo europe
Earls Court, London, UK
Screen Media Expo Europe has 
demonstrated consistent growth 
year after year and has solidified 
itself as the industry’s biggest 
digital signage and DOOH media 
event in Europe. For 2010 it is 
anticipated to be the biggest and 
best ever – with more innovative 
campaigns, an exceptional 
learning programme.
www.screenevents.co.uk

June 15-17, 2010
Digital signage expo essen
Messe Essen, Essen, Germany
Europe’s most highly- focused 
international trade showcase 

exclusively concerned with  
all digital signage related topics 
such as in-store tv, digital media, 
ad screens, content and solutions.
http://www.digitalsignageexpo.eu

May, 2010
the colours of Digital signage
Moscow, Russia
The purpose of this Conference is 
to discuss newest and most rapidly 
trends of the growing market of 
advertising technology with the 
professionals of the Digital Signage 
market in Russia.
http://www.avclub.ru/en

May 18-20, 2010
marKeting+services
Messe Frankfurt hall 3.0, 
Frankfurt, Germany
The specialist marketing trade fair 
for marketing trends, best 
practices and expert exchange.  
In detail you can expect: Displays, 
Sales Promotion, Advertising 
services, Associations, Specialist 
literature and media.
www.marketing-services.de/en

Events
Cleverdis has a distribution partnership  
with the following events for the 2nd half of 2009 
SMARTreport European edition.  
Please refer to www.cleverdis.com for the entire  
list of events in 2009.
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ASSOCIATIONS
Each association of the sectors organise meeting and publishes 
reports that can be consult on their website

AssociAtion pour lA promotion  
de lA communicAtion Audivisuelle 
dynAmique (ApcAd) 
France, belgium, luxemburg, Switzerland, 
Spain, Italy
This association was founded in 2005 by profes-
sionals in the field of Digital Signage & Digital Out 
Of Home with the main aim to support communi-
cation, to assure and provide education in this 
field Furthermore it serves as a meeting platform 
and strengthens the dialogue between compa-
nies, professionals and solution providers in or-
der to identify collective and individual needs and 
to find solutions.
www.apcad.fr

the screen
The Screen Forum is an independent UK group 
dedicated to the ongoing development of the 
digital signage industry. Its members include 
representatives from all aspects of this rapidly 
growing medium, which is also commonly re-
ferred to as screen media, digital media net-
works, dynamic signage and captive audience 
networks.
www.thescreen.org

ovAB europe
The Out-of-home Video Advertising Bureau Europe 
promotes the pan-European dialog and knowledge 
transfer between all stakeholder involved in Digital 
Signage. Therefore OVAB Europe compiles infor-
mation, conducts research and studies for its 
members and the targeted audience. The Europe-
an chapter of OVAB helps to develop standards 
within dedicated competence teams. 
www.ovab.eu.

popAi
POPAIdigital is the largest independent organisation 
in Digital Media in Retail (DMiR) sector. The organi-
sation offers its members a broad programme of 
conferences, events, networking programmes, re-
search, introductory guides such as the recently 
released «POPAIdigital Guide to Digital Media in Re-
tail» and educational programmes (both on-site and 
via the POPAIdigital accredited e-course pro-
gramme). POPAIdigital also runs the prestigious 
yearly awards programmes (for traditional and digi-
tal Point of Purchase campaigns) for suppliers and 
retailers active in the digital media sector. 
www.popaidigital.com



For addi�onal informa�on and booking visit www.invidis.net

3rd Munich Digital Signage Conference
21 October 2009 / ICM Munich

invidis consul�ng and OVAB Europe present the 
3rd Munich Digital Signage Conference

    Europe's leading digital conference in fall 2009
    meet more than 300 interna�onal experts
    sponsor free presenta�ons only!
    experts know how from selected growth sectors
    free market research from invidis consul�ng included
    bilingual presenta�ons  (English/German)

Discover and experience expert know how from first hand - 
invaluable informa�on for your own business.

Digital Signage success stories of following companies will 
be presented:

Autogrill (Italy)    Lu�hansa Cargo AG 
ECE Shopping Center   Wall AG (JC Decaux)
Feratel (Austria)    and more ...

»
»
»
»
»
»

Poten�als 2010 Markets and Trends for 
Digital Signage in Europe



Europe’s No.1 show for professional
AV and electronic systems integration

... your road to success!

Innovation. Education. The best new AV solutions and the best new 
networking opportunities. Do it all again at ISE 2010, and keep your 
business on track for growth. Put the dates in your diary now.

Call 
Ian Morrish (Scandinavia, Benelux, Latvia, UK & Ireland) +44 1372 454366, imorrish@iseurope.org
Thomas Haeger (rest of Europe) +49 40 5555 05 15, thaeger@iseurope.org

ISEurope is a joint venture partnership of:

www.iseurope.org

2-4 February, 2010 
Amsterdam RAI, NL

ISE_Exhibitor_Anz_210x297.indd   1 16.01.2009   12:04:38 Uhr





Cleverdis: Your Business Networking Catalyst

Cleverdis is renowned in the CE industry worldwide for being the publisher of the official IFA Daily – IFA International. 
But Cleverdis is also an ensemble of high added-value services such as the realisation of customised communication 
tools for the actors of this market, such as SPECIALreports, Video Reports, web communication tools and animation 
of conferences & events. In the field of GREEN technologies, Cleverdis is a precursor, thanks to their new Green Guide 
outlining the stakes of Sustainable Development in the CE industry.
Finally, Cleverdis also has an incredible social/professional network in the B2B field, notably in the Digital Signage 
& Hotel technologies fields, established by our SMARTreports and websites. The thread that runs throughout: 
communicate, unify and exchange around Innovation and Technology with the goal of moving the industry forward. 
Whether you are a manufacturer, retailer or distributor, these tools are available for you to optimise your results.

W
EB

www.trendset.bizwww.cleverdis.com

CONTACT: Bettina Badon - Tel: +33 (0)4 42 77 46 07 -  bettina.badon@cleverdis.com
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in points of sale
■ i-mobile 

Public Display
■ The Technical
University
of Eindhoven

September 2009 / January 2010

When the big players 
boost the DOOH Market

Managing 
a project 
from A to Z 

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH SUNGWAN HONG
vice president of LG CNS

Your check-list to 
a successfull project
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